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Using high-accuracy numerical methods we investigate the dynamics of independent 
electrons in both ideal and realistic superlattices subject to arbitrary ac and/or dc electric 
fields. For a variety of superlattice potentials, optically excited initial wave packets, and 
combinations of ac and dc electric fields, we numerically solve the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation. In the case of ideal periodic superlattice potentials, we investigate a 
long list of dynamical phenomena involving multiple miniband transitions and time-
dependent electric fields. These include acceleration effects associated with interminiband 
transitions in strong fields, Zener resonances between minibands, dynamic localization with 
ac fields, increased single-miniband transport with an auxiliary resonant ac field, and 
enhanced or suppressed interminiband probability exchange using an auxiliary ac field. For 
all of the cases studied, the resulting time-dependent wave function is analyzed by projecting 
the data onto convenient orthonormal bases. This allows a detailed comparison with 
approximate analytic treatments. 
In an effort to explain the rapid decay of experimentally measured Bloch oscillation (BO) 
signals we incorporate a one-dimensional representation of interface roughness (IR) into our 
superlattice potential. We show that as a result of IR, the electron dynamics can be 
characterized in terms of many discrete, incommensurate frequencies near the Bloch 
frequency. The interference effects associated with these frequencies cause a substantial 
decrease in amplitude of the signal after several Bloch periods. We suggest that this is an 
important source of coherence loss in BO signals at low temperature and low carrier density. 
We also propose an experimental method that should significantly reduce the effects of IR by 
exciting electrons to only a single layer of the superlattice. This is accomplished by doping 
the central GaAs layer with a very small amount (< 1%) of In, thus reducing the energy gap 
for this layer. Thus, a laser excitation pulse tuned somewhat below the nominal electron-hole 
excitation energy, will only excite a few Wannier-Stark eigenstates associated with this In-
doped layer. Our numerical simulations show that the THz signal from electrons optically 
excited using this novel procedure is nearly free from all inhomogeneous broadening 
associated with IR. 
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
I. Dissertation Organization 
Section II of this introductory chapter provides relevant background material that brings 
the reader to date on the recent advances in ultra-fast semiconductor physics, and more 
specifically, information relating to electron dynamics in superlattices subject to both ac and 
dc electric fields. This is followed by a short section summarizing the content of the four 
main chapters of the dissertation. These four chapters, Chapters 2-5, are focused articles 
exploring interesting dynamical behavior of excited carriers for specific superlattice models 
and electric fields. Each of these articles either has been published in or will be submitted to 
a refereed scientific journal. For this reason, each chapter's general layout has the form of an 
independent article with abstract, body, appendices, and references. A general conclusion is 
given as the last chapter of the thesis, which is followed by a list of references cited in this 
introduction and the general conclusion, and finally the acknowledgements. 
n. Background Theory and Literature Review 
A. Introduction 
Recent advances in epitaxial growth techniques, such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), 
are allowing scientists to develop a new generation of ultra-small, ultra-fast semiconductor 
quantum devices. The potential for such heterostructural devices to replace conventional 
semiconductor electronics has sparked a world-wide interest in their development. As the 
name implies, the physical properties of these devices can only be adequately explained in the 
context of quantum mechanics. The quantum regime becomes important in semiconductor 
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transport as at least one spatial dimension of the heterostructure becomes comparable to the 
de Broglie wavelength of the electron carriers. 
An important class of semiconductor quantum devices is based on a structure known as a 
"superlattice." A superlattice consists of a periodic array of thin alternating semiconductor 
layers, where the important feature of the participating semiconductors is their differing 
energy band gaps. An important class of superlattices is fabricated using alternate layers of 
GaAs and Al^Ga,_^As, where x indicates the fraction of Al. The energy band gaps in the 
different layers of GaAs/Al,Ga,.^As superlattices differ by l.247j:eV. The alternating size 
of the energy gap between the valence and conduction bands gives rise to a "lattice" potential 
of barriers and wells along the growth axis (see Fig. 1). Thus, excited carriers moving 
perpendicular to the plane of the layers are affected by the periodic potential. Similar to the 
bulk lattice, the "super"-lattice forms its own "mini"-bands. If one treats the underlying 
atomic potential in the effective-mass approximation, the dynamics of excited carriers are 
predominantly determined by the miniband structure of the superlattice. Because the period 
of the superlattice is typically two orders of magnitude larger than the lattice period of the 
bulk semiconductor constituents, the energy scale of the superlattice minibands is also two 
orders of magnitude smaller, typically in the tens of meV range. 
A static electric field, F, applied normal to the layers of a superlattice, disrupts the 
periodicity of the superlattice. In the case of a weak field, when interminiband coupling can 
be ignored, the effect of the electric field is to split each of the energy minibands into a set of 
uniformly spaced energy levels known as a Wannier-Stark (WS) ladder. The spacing of these 
energy levels in the conduction band of a superlattice is eFa where a is the period of the 
superlattice and e is the magnitude of the electron charge. Electron dynamics induced by the 
extemal electric field, such as Bloch oscillations, will have characteristic times, T , on the 
order of hf{eFa). Thus, for typical electric field strengths (~ 10 kV/cm) and superlattice 
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Valence Band Edge 
Fig. 1 (a) A schematic diagram showing a semiconductor superlattice made from GaAs and 
Al^Ga,_^As layers, (b) Valence and conduction energy band edges are shown, 
indicating differing band gaps for each semiconductor layer. Electrons or holes 
excited to these carrier bands feel a periodic potential of wells of width w, and 
barriers of width b. 
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periods (-10 nm) used in quantum device designs, the electron dynamics can have sub-
picosecond time scales. 
Because these ultra-fast times for the electron dynamics are shorter than typical 
momentum and phase relaxation times for an electron in a semiconductor, the phase 
information for the wave function describing the electron is retained. This is known as 
coherent or ballistic transport. In this ultra-fast, ultra-small regime of quantum device 
physics more traditional approaches based on semiclassical statistical approaches, such as the 
semiconductor Bloch equations, cannot accurately describe important aspects of the 
dynamics. For this reason the single-particle time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE) 
should be employed, and understandably it provides more accurate results. 
The extra complications involved in solving a fully quantum-mechanical treatment of 
electron transport in semiconductor superlattices cause analytic approaches to be very 
limited, e.g. single-band tight-binding models. We have found that solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation using high-accuracy numerical methods enables one to 
observe a regime of complex quantum behavior where approximate analytic solutions 
provide no help. After obtaining quantitative data describing the "true" time-dependent 
behavior of the electron wave packet, we are able to then work backward, already knowing 
the results, to make a qualitative analysis of the underlying physics. Also, the quantitative 
numerical results provide important insights as to which approximations can safely be 
assumed in an analytic approach, without eliminating important aspects of the dynamics. 
Accurate numerical simulations serve not only as an investigatory tool for theoretical 
understanding, but they also aid experimentalists in the design of working devices. 
Typically, there are hundreds of different design parameters involved in the engineering of a 
semiconductor quantum device, each of which subtlety affects the physics involved in the 
operation of the device. Because of the speed and ease of searching the parameter space 
using numerical simulations, such efforts can guide experimentalists toward a desired effect 
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quickly and easily. This assistance provided by numerical modeling allows the 
experimentalist to design working devices more efficiently, circumventing the costly trial-
and-error methods commonly used. 
Using such a combination of numerical and analytic methods, we have investigated many 
important issues, all closely related to current experimental work investigating carrier 
dynamics in superlattices. The first two articles. Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, explore a 
variety of different dynamics possible in ideal periodic superlattices subject to an external 
electric field. In the first of these two articles, we explore the regime of strong dc electric 
fields, where we observe acceleration effects associated with massive interminiband 
transitions. The second article examines four types of dynamical phenomena, which occur 
for very special choices of superlattice parameters and electric fields. By numerically solving 
for the time-dependent dynamics, we examine Zener resonances in dc fields, dynamic 
localization in ac fields, resonant delocalization in a combined ac-dc fields, and the 
suppression or enhancement of interminiband transitions in strong ac-dc fields. The 
following two articles. Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, deal with the inevitable aperiodicity 
present in epitaxially grown superlattices and their effect on Bloch oscillations. Chapter 4 
suggests that this aperiodicity is responsible for the rapid decay of BO signals observed in 
experimental samples, and Chapter 5 gives one possible novel solution to the aperiodicity 
involving localized carrier excitation. Section III of this introduction provides a more 
detailed summary of these articles. 
B. Theoretical studies 
/. Bloch oscillations 
Although the theoretical development of Bloch oscillations^ is more than six decades old, 
only recently has the successful observation of BO^ within semiconductor superlattices 
allowed experimental verification and support for theoretical treatments. The early 
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theoretical work involving BO was orphaned from experimental studies, because any 
possibility of observing such coherent dynamics in bulk semiconductors was superseded by 
scattering events with characteristics times far shorter than the Bloch period. 
Although there have been many conflicting theoretical treatments of BO,3 the basic one-
electron effective-mass model presented in a rather terse article by Houston^ in 1940 
accurately describes the electron dynamics. In that paper Houston formulates the equations 
of motion for an electron in a periodic field subject to a uniform electric field using the Bloch 
eigenstates of the field-free superlattice. Alternate derivations of the Houston equations are 
also given by Krieger and lafirate^ and more recently by Rotvig et al.^ Although there have 
been criticisms'^ of this approach in the past, it is now generally agreed that Houston's 
approach is valid. In Chapter 3 of this work, we demonstrate the validity of the Houston 
equations by comparing their numerical solutions with those obtained by solving the TDSE. 
The Houston equations provide a good conceptual understanding even in the case of high 
field strengths where multiple minibands are needed to describe the dynamics. 
An electron in a superlattice subject to an arbitrary time-dependent electric field is 
described in the single-particle effective-mass approximation by the following Hamiltonian, 
H = T + Viz) + eF{t)z, where T = {-ny2)d/dz[[l/ m'(z)]9/3zj is the conventional kinetic 
energy operator, V[z) is the superlattice potential with period a, F{t) is the uniform electric 
field applied along the growth axis z, and e is the magnitude of the electric charge. One 
obtains Houston's equations, or the equations of motion in Bloch space, by expanding the 
time-dependent wave function \lf{z,t) using the complete set of orthonormal Bloch 
eigenstates of the field-free Hamiltonian, and then substituting this expansion into the TDSE 
(see Appendix of Chapter 2). The result can be written as 
^ 0 ^ ^ X,./' (fc) 0' (0 
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where gi{k,t) are the coefficients of the Bloch eigenstate expansion, Ei[k) the miniband 
energy eigenvalues, and the interminiband coupling operator between minibands I 
and I' for the wave vector k. One may identify two separate coupling terms in Eq. (1), each 
proportional to the electric field F(f). The first is an intraband coupling term, 
ieF(t)dgi{k,t)ldk, producing a displacement through Bloch space of the wave packet within 
its own miniband. The second is the interminiband coupling term, ,.[k)gi.{k,t), 
which allows the "vertical" exchange of probability among minibands at the same value of 
the wave vector k. 
When the electric field strength is weak enough that the interminiband coupling term can 
be ignored, Eq. (1) can be used to produce a single-miniband equation of motion for the wave 
packet in Bloch space: 
We can easily see from Eq. (2) that, in the single-miniband approximation, the Bloch space 
representation of the initial wave packet retains its original form and propagates with the 
same time dependence as the wave-vector, 
This is the same result obtained from a traditional semiclassical treatment of the problem, 
namely d/dt(fik) = -eF{t). In this single-band treatment, g{k,t) = g{k + 2;r/a ,r), so in the 
case of a static electric field the time evolution of the wave packet is periodic. This periodic 
motion then manifests itself as Bloch oscillations in configuration space. The Bloch 
oscillations will usually feature center of mass oscillations. However, for restricted forms of 
the initial wave packet, the Bloch oscillations can also oscillate symmetrically in a radiation-




2. Zener tunneling 
As we will see in Chapter 2, this simplified single-band picture is greatly modified when 
multiple minibands participate significantly in the dynamics. There have been attempts to 
approximate the importance of coupling between minibands by calculating the amount of 
probability per unit time that "leaks" into the upper bands. This "Zener tunneling 
probability" was given by C. Zener in 1934.^ Later, enhancements to Zener's model were 
made by Houston,^ Wannier,!^ Keldysh.^^ Kane,'^ and others. Because the interest was 
typically concerned with the effect of Zener tunneling on BO, most of these treatments 
assume a low electric field value, so that the probability density slowly "leaks" to the higher 
bands. At higher fields where the Wannier-Stark ladders originating from many different 
minibands have become interwoven, one is really concerned with the "near crossing" of 
many energy levels. A modem paper by Lubin et alM gives a good review of Zener's 
original treatment of crossing energy levelssome added detail to the problem. As we 
will see in Chapter 3, this "crossing" problem is directly connected with the phenomenon of 
"Zener resonances."^''^'^^ Most theoretical studies involving crossing energy levels are 
limited to two-band models. He and lafrate^^ have produced a multiple-band treatment of the 
long-term Zener tunneling probability using the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation. 
However, for our work we will be concerned with the short-time behavior, since with 
experimental measurements, dephasing of coherent carriers typically occurs after only a 
dozen or so Bloch periods. 
Zener^ approximated the transition probability per unit Bloch period to be: 
7 = exp — ' ma' El " 
. yral • \ 
(4) 
where is the energy gap separating the two minibands. We have found that Zener's 
estimate of the tunneling probability provides an accurate estimate of the initial transition 
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from the ground state miniband to the first excited miniband. For this reason, we use the 
value of 7 to give a quantitative meaning to the terms "strong" or "weak" electric fields. 
However, we find that any subsequent transitions can only be determined by numerically 
solving the full multiple-miniband problem. 
Another phenomena directly related to Zener tunneling occurs when a static electric field 
causes a WS eigenstate associated with a particular unit cell of the superlattice to be nearly 
degenerate with a neighboring WS eigenstate of an excited miniband. When this resonance 
condition is met, the amount of probability exchanged between minibands can reach 100% 
after many Bloch oscillations, even when y is small. This increased transition rate for special 
values of the electric field is closely related to other resonant tunneling situations found in 
many semiconductor heterostructures. In 1995 we performed extensive studies of "Zener 
resonances" by examining the probability exchange among minibands by numerically solving 
the Houston equations (see Chapter 3). Concurrently, a group from the University of 
Copenhagen, Rotvig published very similar numerical results demonstrating the 
phenomena. This same group has more recently published a second article^ giving a good 
overview of Zener resonances. Their analytic treatment is given using a two-band tight-
binding model. Hone and Zhao^ provide a similar two-band treatment of Zener resonances. 
3. Time-dependent electric fields 
From examining Eq. (1), we see that a time-dependent field, as opposed to a static field, 
does not change the form of the Houston equations. There are still two important feamres, an 
intraband coupling term that causes the wave vector to propagate as. 
and an interminiband coupling term that is proportional to the time dependent field. 
Although the infinite set of coupled equations due not significantly change with the extra 
(5) 
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complication of a time-dependent field, many new interesting dynamics emerge in 
superlattices subject to a periodic time-dependent electric field. One such phenomenon, 
known as "dynamic localization," was first described by Ignatov and Ramanov in 1976.1^ 
Employing classical kinetic equations, Ignatov and Ramanov found that the current in a 
superlattice of period a driven by a monochromatic laser field with amplitude and 
frequency 6) became zero when the ratio eFg^a/{h(o) was equal to a zero of the zero-order 
Bessel function . Dunlap and Kenkre^^ examined "dynamic localization" in the context of 
a fully quantum-mechanical model. Using a single-band nearest-neighbor tight-binding 
model, they demonstrated that the mean-square-displacement of the initially localized particle 
remains finite at infinite times. They also investigated die influence of scattering, showing its 
negative influence on dynamic localization. Xizin-Geng Zhao,20 also using a tight-binding 
model, provides more general results, allowing for ac-dc electric fields and non-nearest 
neighbor contributions. He shows that strictly speaking ac dynamic localization cannot exist 
when off-diagonal elements are considered. On the contrary he finds that with ac-dc fields, 
localization exists in all cases except when eF^a / [hco) is a rational number. All of these 
works were done assuming that interminiband coupling was weak, so that a single-band 
treatment was valid. 
Later, Holthaus and Hone^l rederived, using a different approach, the effect of dynamic 
localization with an ac field. Utilizing the time periodicity of the Hamiltonian they chose as a 
solution to the Schrodinger equation a set of Floquet wave functions with "quasienergies" as 
eigenvalues. These quasienergies are analogous to the quasimomentum, in that they are only 
defined up to integer multiples of the photon energy ho). Using such a model they were able 
to equate the "dynamic localization" phenomena with "miniband collapse," where the 
quasienergy minibands approached zero-width when the ratio eF^^aj[h(o) is equal to a zero 
of Jq. Zhao22 also extended Holthaus's work by examining the effects of long-range 
intersite interactions on quasienergy band collapse. His results suggest that with 
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experimental observation one should only see band suppression rather than band collapse. In 
addition, Zhao et al.^^ provide a detailed examination of band collapse within a two-band 
model subject to ac-dc electric fields. In this work,23 they provide an exact analytic 
expression for the energy offset between the two WS ladders in the limit of weak coupling. 
Hone and Zhao25 apply this expression to the important case of the Zener resonance crossing 
points, for it is this energy offset that provides the period of the long term probability 
exchange between the two minibands. They point out that Zener tunneling will be 
completely suppressed for a special set of superlattice and electric field parameters that cause 
both minibands to simultaneously collapse. 
Holthaus and Hone26 also performed studies of multiple quasienergy minibands, 
demonstrating resonance effects when the Stark-shifted quasiminiband energy difference is 
an integer multiple of the photon energy. They propose using these resonances to produce 
desired harmonics of the driving laser frequency.27 Additional work by Holthaus et alP-^ 
shows, for superlattices subject to ac-dc field, that disorder dismpts the delocalization that 
occurs when the ac component of the electric field is tuned to the Bloch frequency. They 
suggest that systematic experimental control of the disorder in a superlattice can be used to 
study Anderson localization. 
4. Interface roughness 
Because of the importance of the semiconductor Bloch oscillator as viable source of 
tunable THz radiation, there has been considerable effort in the development of a usable 
device.2 At this time, however, there are scattering mechanisms that dephase the coherent 
oscillations after only, typically, less than ten oscillations. Although of extremely good 
quality, the interface between each layer of an epitaxially grown superlattice is never 
perfectly planar. There can be small islands or depressions, usually of one or two 
monolayers, dispersed randomly along the interface surface. These small uncontrolled 
imperfections, or interface roughness (IR), disturb the perfect periodicity of the superlattice 
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and thus the uniform spacing of the Wannier-Stark ladder. In addition, the rough surfaces 
should cause scattering parallel to the surface, thus disrupting vertical transport along the 
growth direction. 
There have been many attempts to model the influence of IR in a variety of 
semiconductor heterostructures. Most of these focus on single and double barrier tunneling 
devices29 and derive the modified transmission curves, typically using a transfer matrix 
formalism. Dharssi and Butcher,30 using a simple IR model to calculate scattering rates for 
use in the Boltzmann transport equations, find that the IR limited mobility is less important 
than that of phonon scattering at room temperature. Unfortunately, however, any theoretical 
treatment of IR is very limited, because the exact nature of IR has not yet been fiilly revealed 
by experimental measurements. 
There are many different experimental methods to examine heterostructure interfaces, 
each probing at a different length scale. X-ray diffraction, because it probes may layers 
simultaneously, returns an average effect that IR has on the periodicity of a superlattice, such 
measurements are useful in obtaining an estimate of the "width" of an interface in the growth 
direction.^' High-resolution transmission electron microscope (HREM) images are often 
used to evaluate the quality of interfaces;^^ however, this method is typically limited by the 
visual interpretation of the images. Digital pattern recognition techniques used with HREM 
images have revealed compositional variation on length scales finer than those revealed using 
optical techniques.33 The most common technique used to evaluate IR is photo-
luminescence,34 where the measured exciton energy, being sensitive to the precise width of 
the heterostructure layer, probes the interface quality. When the photoluminescence spectra 
show a clear splitting in the exciton line, this is evident that there are broad monolayer 
regions causing variation in the widths to the superlattice layers. A broad exciton line 
indicates a smaller scale roughness since the exciton feels an averaged width variation. The 
width variation among the superlattice layers can then be estimated from by the energy 
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change of the exciton line spectra. Using a time-resolved four-wave mixing technique, 
D. Birkedal et found that split exciton peaks were dominant at short time delays and 
broad single lines at longer delay times, giving evidence of both large monolayer islands and 
smaller scale roughness. 
C. Recent experimental advances 
Over the past thirty years, advances in the field of ultra-fast optical spectroscopy have 
enabled experimentalists to examine the non-equilibrium, nonlinear, and transport properties 
of semiconductors and semiconductor nanostructures. The common availability of solid-state 
optical lasers capable of producing picosecond and femtosecond pulses is providing 
invaluable information on the non-equilibrium dynamics of excitations in semiconductor 
devices. As these laser sources become more compact and efficient, their usefulness as a 
repetitive source of excited carriers within practical devices also becomes possible. 
The most common ultra-fast spectroscopy technique is the pump-probe method. In the 
degenerate form of pump-probe spectroscopy, a single laser pulse is divided into two pulses. 
The first pulse excites carriers in the semiconductor sample and the second time-delayed 
pulse can then probe any changes in the carrier distribution through some physical property of 
the sample (reflectivity, absorption, luminescence, etc.). If one requires probing at an energy 
value different from the excitation pulse, a second laser source is required for the probe pulse, 
this is known as non-degenerate pump-probe spectroscopy. 
The field of ultra-fast spectroscopy is a fascinating, growing field stretching into many 
different areas of solid-state physics. An excellent review of current topics can be found in 
Ref. 36. Here I will outline three techniques that have been important in the measurement of 
Bloch oscillations in semiconductor superlattices. Following this discussion on the 
experimental observations of BO, I will summarize the status of experimental studies with 
time-dependent fields utilizing the Free Electron Laser (FEL). 
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Esaki and Tsu^^ first suggested that BO should be observable in semiconductor 
superlattices because the spatial period is typically two orders of magnitude larger than the 
crystalline period of bulk semiconductors. With the increased quality of modem MBE 
superlattice samples came the first unambiguous observation of WS ladders in 
superlattices.38 Using degenerate four-wave mixing (FWM) pump-probe spectroscopy 
experiments, Bloch oscillations were first directly measured by Feldmann et al.^^ and Leo 
etal.^^ in 1992. Soon after this in 1992 Waschke et measured directly the THz 
radiation emitted by the oscillating electric dipole moment associated with BO. A third 
detection method, transmittive electro-optical sampling (TEOS), was used by Dekorsy et 
this technique has produced BO with the longest duration to date. The authors of 
Ref. 42 have commented that TEOS and direct THz radiation measurements are sensitive to 
the dipole oscillation of the excited free electrons, while FWM experiments are dependent on 
electron-hole or excitonic effects. During simultaneous measurements, FWM signals decay 
more than twice as fast as TEOS signals. They have attributed this to the differing scattering 
conditions experienced by the holes involved in the FWM signal versus the scattering 
experienced by the free electrons alone. More recent experimental measurements,'^^ using 
superlattices characterized by minibands that are narrow relative the exciton binding energy, 
have shown THz radiation to also be sensitive to excitonic effects. 
Further experimental measurements of Bloch oscillations were done using FWM by 
Leisching et alM examining a wide variety of superlattice parameters, electric field strengths, 
and excitation conditions. BO has been measured at room temperature using TEOS by 
Dekorsy et and Roskos et al.^^ measured THz radiation from electrons excited to 
higher minibands. A good review of the current progress of experimental BO can be found in 
Ref. 2. 
With the advent of the FEL, direct experimental investigation of excited carriers' 
response to external time-dependent fields in the THz regime has become possible.47-48 
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Results from the UCSB Center for Free-Electron Laser Studies have measured what they 
describe as an "inverse Bloch oscillator,"50 which is an increased mobility in a superlattice 
subject to a dc electric field when an auxiliary ac field is tuned to the Bloch frequency. This 
phenomenon is directly related to the theoretical calculations of Zhao^O that show a 
delocalizing effect when nhQ) = eFj^a (n = l, 2,...). The Santa Barbara group has also 
found experimental evidence of ac dynamic localization Future results from the Santa 
Barbara facility and similar research centers should provide evidence for many new quantum 
phenomena in superlattices subject to time-dependent electric fields. 
m. Summary of Dissertation 
Recent experimental studies of quantum transport in semiconductor superlattices have 
provided valuable insight concerning previously inaccessible non-equilibrium dynamics. 
These experimental successes can be partially attributed to advances in epitaxial growth 
techniques that provide higher quality samples; the availability of ultra-fast optical laser 
sources for probing non-equilibrium dynamics; and the advent of the free-electron laser, 
which allows experimentalists to measure a superlattice system's response to high-frequency 
electric fields. 
As a consequence of experimental advances, there has been a growing interest within the 
theoretical arena as well. There have been investigations of many different types of carrier 
dynamics possible in superlattices subject to an external uniform electric field. These 
analytic studies, which are typically limited to single and two-band tight-binding treatments 
of individual electrons, have successfully identified special system parameters that produce 
interesting, and perhaps useful, dynamics. We, however, use direct numerical methods to 
provide the time-dependent wave function for many of these interesting systems without 
having to use an approximate single-band approach. By first solving the TSDE using high-
accuracy numerical methods, we are able to then extract, directly from the time-dependent 
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wave function, detailed quantitative information on any quantity of physical interest, 
including the center-of-mass motion, or the width parameter (root-mean-squared deviation) 
of the wave function. Thus, we are able to accurately determine the time-dependent behavior 
of the wave packet for a variety of system parameters. For all of the articles in this thesis, our 
results are based on the time-dependent solution of the full quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian 
of independent electrons without resorting to single-band approximations. 
It is often useful to project the time-dependent wave function on to several different 
orthonormal bases. This procedure yields new insightful features of the dynamics that would 
otherwise escape notice. We have found, as might be expected, that the Bloch functions of 
the field-free Hamiltonian provide a useful characterization of the dynamics in the presence 
of an electric field. For this reason, we have determined that solving the Houston equations'^ 
(the equations of motion of independent electrons subject to a uniform electric field in the 
Bloch space representation) provides a convenient and numerically efficient method to 
examine the complicated time dependence of interminiband transitions in the case of both 
weak and strong interminiband coupling. (These concepts are clarified in Chapter 2.) By 
confirming that the results arising from the Houston equations agree to high accuracy with 
the Bloch eigenstate projections obtained by numerical solutions of the TDSE, we verify both 
the accuracy of our numerical procedures applied to the TDSE, as well as the basic 
correctness of the Houston equations. 
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we investigate optically excited electrons in superlattices 
subject to intense dc electric fields, and we find that the electron dynamics are usefully 
described in terms of massive interminiband transitions. By numerically solving the TDSE 
for such systems, we find that the dominant behavior of the electron wave packet is to emit at 
regular intervals short bursts of highly localized packets which accelerate both parallel and 
anti-parallel to the electric field. We show, by projecting the time-dependent wave function 
onto the Bloch eigenstates of the field-free Hamiltonian, that the acceleration behavior is a 
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direct consequence of electron transitions made, upward and downward (in energy), between 
minibands. 
We find that we may describe the motion of the wave packet in the Bloch-space 
representation, using even for intense dc fields the accepted elementary picture, appropriate 
for weak fields. The electron wave packet, viewed as travelling through an extended zone 
scheme in Bloch space, proceeds at a fixed rate, k[t) = k(0)-eFtlh. Our results show that 
even when the electric field gives rise to strong interminiband processes, the underlying 
equation remains in effect, since any exchange of probability between minibands occurs 
"vertically" at the same value of k. The precise amount of probability exchanged between 
successive energy minibands has a complex dependency on the strength of the electric field, 
the explicit form of the miniband energy, and on the specific details of the initial wave 
function, which makes any qualitative predictions impossible. However, from our accurate 
numerical methods we are able to precisely calculate quantitative values for the occupancy of 
each miniband as a function of time. 
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we investigate four interesting dynamical phenomena, which 
occur for very special choices of superlattice parameters and electric fields. The first topic, 
addressed in Sec. IH of Chapter 3, is that of Zener resonances in dc electric fields. This effect 
can be qualitatively described as an enhanced exchanged of probability between two 
minibands caused by the near degeneracy of field-dependent energy levels ("Wannier-Stark 
levels" to be abbreviated as WS). Often, as with the particular superlattice used in our 
examination of Zener resonances, the coupling between resonant states is very weak. 
Therefore, the amount of probability exchanged between minibands will reach 100% only 
after many Bloch oscillations. So in this regard the phenomenon may seem only academic. 
However, for superlattices with narrow energy gaps, interminiband coupling is inherently 
stronger even in the case of moderate electric fields, and Zener resonances can influence the 
dynamics on a time scale equal to Tb . But unfortunately, in the case of stronger coupling, the 
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effect is often complicated by the involvement of many different minibands simultaneously. 
Complicated multiple miniband couplings can shroud the resonance effects that may exist 
between two specific minibands. Nonetheless, our investigations of how Zener resonances 
behave with weak interminiband coupling should assist in the more difficult case of strong 
coupling. 
We study Zener resonances by numerically solving the Houston equations for the subset 
of minibands that participate in the dynamics. Although our studies are still in their 
preliminary stages, we can already make a few important comments. Firstly, we find that our 
numerically calculated resonance time periods, (see Sec. HI, Chapter 3), differ drastically 
from estimates made using the expression provided in Ref. 25, the expression being a first 
order estimate of an exact perturbation expression derived using a two-band tight-binding 
approach.24 We also find that the r„ are not sensitive to the inclusion of higher minibands in 
the calculations. In other words, when we calculate r„ using only two minibands, we obtain 
approximately the same result as if we included higher minibands. We do find, however, that 
the higher minibands do slightly perturb the position of the resonance as a function of electric 
field strength. Of course, we also observe many secondary resonances associated with higher 
minibands that cannot be accounted for in a two-band approximate treatment. In certain 
cases, a simultaneous resonance condition is met involving three minibands. 
In Sec. IV of Chapter 3, we examine ac dynamic localization. Although theories 
predicting dynamic localization are over twenty years old,'^ only recently has there been 
experimental evidence'^^ of such an effect. The numerical results presented here are the first 
direct numerical solutions using the full single-electron Hamiltonian, providing a time-
dependent wave function exhibiting dynamic localization. We confirm earlier predictions 
made using a single-band tight-binding theory, that localization will occur in an ac electric 
field of the form, = ^AcC0s(6iDf), when the ratio {eF^a)f[tico) is a root of the Bessel 
function J q . We have found that in the case of an ideal periodic superlattice, using a weak ac 
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electric field strength so that interminiband transitions are negligible, that dynamic 
localization persists over many periods of the ac field. However, when using a more realistic 
model of a superlattice, one that incorporates the effects of interface roughness (see 
Chapter 4), we find that the perturbing effects associated with IR disrupt the dynamic 
localization after several periods of the ac field. Clearly, the effects of IR will play an 
important role in the experimental observation of dynamical localization effects. 
Furthermore, the effects of IR cannot realistically be incorporated within a tight-binding 
model. 
Recent experimental results.^O provided by the experimental group at Santa Barbara using 
the FEL, show an increase in the dc conductivity of a superlattice when an auxiliary ac field 
is tuned to the Bloch frequency or its higher harmonics. The authors of Ref. 50 have called 
this the "inverse Bloch oscillator effect." Qualitatively the effect can by explained as an 
increased mobility due to resonant coupling between adjacent WS energy levels mediated by 
photons associated with the ac field. 
In Sec. V of Chapter 3, we have investigated in detail, by numerically solving the TDSE, 
electron dynamics in superiattices subject to the combined ac-dc electric field given by 
F(t) = cos(Q}f + 0). In particular we emphasize the special case when eFj^a = nho), 
(« = 1, 2,...), because of its importance to the recent experimental studies^® mentioned 
above. As we did with ac dynamic localization, we again chose field strengths so that 
interminiband transitions are negligible. From the analysis of the numerically calculated 
time-dependent wave function we have made some important observations for those cases 
when the resonance condition, eFj^a = nhco, (ra = l, 2,...), is met. First, the width 
1/2 
parameter, p{t) = [(z^) -(z) ] . has been shown to have a time dependence with an average 
velocity proportional to where /3 = {eF^a)l[h(o). Second, the average velocity of the 
center-of-mass, behaves just as is predicted using a semiclassical approach, 
V ocsin(j3sin(^)-/:oa + «0)y„(/z,y3), where is the initial quasimomentum. This is to be 
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expected, first, since we use an initial wave function, which has a representation in Bloch 
space that is narrow with respect to the width of the Brillouin zone, and, second, single-
miniband approximations are also valid. 
Because of its importance in regard to the experimental measurement of the "inverse 
Bloch oscillator effect," we investigate the effect of IR on the derealization associated with 
the ac-dc resonance condition. We find, as expected, that the delocalizing effects are 
weakened by the perturbing effects of IR. However, there is still some spreading of the wave 
packet, indicating that the resonance condition is still partially satisfied. This would imply 
that the energy shifts in the WS ladder caused by IR are smaller than the energy width of the 
resonance condition. 
In the final section of Chapter 3, we look at a very different superlattice system, whereas 
in Chapter 2, interminiband transitions dominate the dynamics. Here we use an auxiliary ac 
electric field to modulate the strength of the dc coupling between minibands. By changing 
the phase of the ac field, interminiband transitions may be either enhanced or suppressed. 
Our intention is to provide a means to control the real-space transport, by controlling the 
interminiband transitions. A method to conveniently control the transitions among 
minibands would definitely be useful in future quantum device designs. We have only found 
partial success using ac fields to modulate the interminiband transitions. This is because 
there is still a significant coupling that occurs at times when the total electric field is not zero. 
Perhaps more sophisticated time-dependent fields could provide better modulation of the 
coupling, resulting in complete control of the miniband occupancies. 
The last two articles of this thesis. Chapters 4 and 5, provide an important analysis and a 
proposed solution to the problem of dephasing in the measured THz signals emitted by 
experimental Bloch oscillators.^ We have determined that the small aperiodicities caused by 
imperfections in the superlattice interfaces perturb the uniform spacing of the Wannier-Stark 
energy levels. Because conventional optical excitation methods excite electrons within each 
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layer of the superlattice with approximately equal probability, each of the Wannier-Stark 
eigenstates contributes equally to the dynamics. The quantum oscillations arising from many 
consecutive energy levels all have slightly different frequencies, which results in a large 
inhomogeneous broadening of the BO signal. We propose an excitation method, which 
circumvents the dephasing effects of the interface roughness. This is accomplished by 
doping the central GaAs layer with a very small amount of In, thus reducing the energy gap 
for this layer. Thus a laser excitation pulse tuned somewhat below the nominal electron-hole 
excitation energy will only excite a few Wannier-Stark eigenstates associated with this In-
doped layer. Our numerical simulations show that the THz signal resulting from this novel 
excitation procedure is nearly free from all inhomogeneous broadening associated with IR. 
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CHAPTER 2. DEMISE OF BLOCH OSCILLATIONS 
IN STRONG DC ELECTRIC FIELDS 
A paper submitted to Physical Review B 
Joseph P. Reynolds and Marshall Luban 
Ames Laboratory and Department of Physics and Astronomy 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011 
Abstract 
We present a detailed analysis of the intricate multiple miniband dynamics of electrons in 
semiconductor superlattices subject to intense static electric fields. By contrast to the Bloch 
oscillations that occur in the superlattice for low fields, the dominant behavior of the electron 
wave packet is to emit at regular intervals short bursts of highly localized packets which 
accelerate both parallel and anti-parallel to the electric field. These bursts and their 
acceleration characteristics are explained quantitatively in terms of electron transitions 
between the field-free minibands. 
I. Introduction 
The experimental observation' of electrons undergoing Bloch oscillations, accompanied 
by the emission of electromagnetic radiation in the THz regime, created by applying an 
external do electric field in semiconductor superlattices, has generated considerable interest 
in recent years. These phenomena are of great interest both in terms of basic principles of 
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condensed-matter physics as well as potential applications such as developing new and useful 
THz generators.^ For weak electric fields the electrons undergo Bloch oscillations with 
period Tg =hl{eFa), where e and F denote the magnitude of the electron charge and the 
electric field, respectively, h is Planck's constant, and a is the spatial period of the 
superlattice. The Bloch oscillations will usually feature center of mass oscillations, which in 
turn will be the source of electric dipole radiation. For restricted forms of the initial wave 
packet, the Bloch oscillations can also be manifested as a radiation-free symmetric breathing 
mode.3-4 However, as the value of F is progressively increased, the Bloch oscillations 
gradually give way to very different, complex behavior. Using high-accuracy numerical 
methods to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for independent electrons, 
Bouchard and Luban^ described the electron behavior (see Sec. in.D of their article) in terms 
of acceleration effects anti-parallel to the field, as appropriate for negatively charged carriers. 
We have performed a comprehensive re-examination of the high-field regime for 
idealized periodic semiconductor superlattices, using high-accuracy numerical methods to 
compute the time-dependent wave function, The resulting behavior is more 
elaborate than the preliminary picture provided in Ref. 4. By contrast to the Bloch 
oscillations that occur in the superlattice for low fields, the dominant behavior of the electron 
wave packet for high fields is to emit at regular intervals (spacing equal to T^/2) short bursts 
of highly localized packets which accelerate parallel and anti-parallel to the electric field. 
The probability associated with each such burst is quite small. However, as will be shown in 
Sees. 1II.E-F, these wave packet bursts are not as highly localized for superlattices with 
relatively narrow minibands separated by large energy gaps or for the class of wave functions 
whose initial distributions are sufficiently broad in the Bloch-space associated with the field-
free superlattice. 
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These data pertain to the superlattice system GaAs/Alo jGaQgAs, with wells of width 
H' = 20nm and barriers of width fe = OJnm so that fl(=H'+fe) = 205nm. The initial 
probability density is shown in Fig. I, along with the total potential energy function 
(superlattice plus electric field term) corresponding to the field strength F = 3.9 kV/cm, so 
that eFa = 8 meV and Tg = 052 ps. The explicit mathematical form of the initial wave 
function is given in Sec. II.D and for the most part need not concern us here. However, we 
remark that the initial wave packet, when expanded in terms of the Bloch eigenstates 
associated with the field-free superlattice, spans a relatively narrow range of values of Bloch 








Fig. 1 Total potential energy, V[z) + eFz, as a function of z for a GaAs/Alo jGaogAs 
superlattice with 6 = 03 nm, w = 20 nm, and F = 3.9 kV/cm. Also shown in 
arbitrary units is the initial electron probability density specified in Sec. n.D, 
corresponding to a linear combination of five contiguous Wannier functions of the 
lowest field-free miniband. 
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plot shown in Fig. 2 provides the electron probability density as a function of position within 
the superlattice as well as time, where the latter is measured in units of Tg. The most 
striking feature of the plot is the interwoven mesh pattern of wispy parabolic line segments, 
with intersections that occur in the immediate vicinity of integer multiples of Tb/2 . 
The appearance of a localized probability distribution with a parabolic shape on a space-
time plot is characteristic of a localized wave packet describing a fi-ee quantum particle 
subject to a static uniform electric field. In view of the very thin AlGaAs layers of this 
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Fig. 2 Probability density as a fiinction of z and tjx^ for the system shown in Fig. I. The 
intensity bar indicates the range from lowest to highest probability density. After 
each Bloch period, a portion of the wave packet streaks to the left in an 
approximately parabolic trajectory. Also, there are portions of the wave packet, 
which decelerate to the right. As explained in the text, the crossing regions of this 
mesh of parabolic trajectories correspond to transitions between the field-free 
minibands. 
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appearance of parabolic segments that propagate towards large negative values of z are to be 
expected. The perhaps surprising features are, first, the recurrence of an additional such 
"parabola" every Tg, and second, the occurrence of a corresponding family of recurring 
"parabolas" describing deceleration in the direction of the field. However, as we discuss in 
the following paragraph, and in detail in Sec. DI, all of these features can in fact be described 
in detail in terms of the structure of the field-free minibands of this superlattice and the 
electron transitions between these minibands. 
The expansion of \ir{z,t) in terms of the complete, orthonormal basis of normalized 
Bloch functions of the field-free superlattice turns out to be especially fruitful. The 
usefulness of that basis for studying the present problem was already demonstrated in 1940 
by Houston.5 He rewrote the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in terms of the equations 
of motion satisfied by the Bloch function expansion coefficients. The resulting Houston 
equations (see Sec. ni.C.) incorporate an intraband process which may, loosely speaking, be 
described in an extended zone scheme as a displacement of the wave packet with time, 
proceeding at a fixed rate set by the electric field. Those equations also include coupling 
terms that trigger interminiband transitions, allowing the exchange of probability between 
minibands associated with the same value of the Bloch vector k. The interminiband coupling 
terms are linear in the electric field strength and are approximately inversely proportional to 
the energy difference between the minibands for a given wave vector, so that in practice the 
transitions essentially occur only between adjacent minibands. For a superlattice, such as that 
considered in Fig. 1, where the minibands are relatively wide and are separated by small gaps, 
the interminiband coupling terms play a significant role in the extended zone only in the 
vicinity of integral multiples of nja. For this type of superlattice and for initial states that 
are well localized in the Bloch vector k, interminiband transitions occur rather abruptly in 
time, specifically at half-integral and integral multiples of Tg. For these special times we 
find that a portion of the wave packet undergoes a rapid transition to a higher (or lower) 
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adjacent miniband. The precise amount of probability exchanged between successive energy 
minibands depends on the strength of the electric field, the explicit form of the miniband 
energy, and on the specific details of the initial wave function. Apart from these special 
times, the various portions of the wave packet propagate independently within their own 
minibands. 
Qualitative arguments are not reliable in predicting major features because of the 
complexity caused by coupling between multiple minibands. The detailed dependence on 
these parameters can only be found by actually solving the time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation. Our numerical approach, however, allows us to determine with extreme precision 
the probability of occupying any of the minibands as a function of time. An important 
general property we find is that transitions to successively higher minibands do not proceed 
monotonically, transitions from higher to lower minibands occur as well. The transitions to 
successively higher minibands are associated with acceleration anti-parallel to the field, while 
successive transitions to lower minibands correspond to deceleration in the field direction. In 
summary, the interwoven parabolic segments seen in Fig. 2 are associated with the upward 
and downward interminiband transitions of the electrons, and the larger the value of F the 
more enhanced the effects. 
It also proves insightful to expand our numerical results for \i/[z, t) in terms of the states 
of two other complete, orthonormal bases, these being the free-particle eigenstates (i.e., the 
eigenstates of the linear momentum operator) as well as a convenient set of Wannier 
functions constructed from the multi-miniband Bloch eigenstates of the field-free 
superlattice. Each of the three expansions used in this paper provides a helpful 
complementary description, and, together with the real-space wave function, they furnish a 
deep understanding of the complex electron dynamics. 
If the initial wave packet spans a relatively wide range of values of k, the transitions 
between minibands are spread out over a larger time interval and the features of the mesh of 
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interwoven parabolas are somewhat less distinct (See Sec. in.E). Similarly, for a superlattice 
with relatively narrow minibands and wide gaps, significant interminiband transitions occur 
at all times and the effects described above are less distinct, even for initial wave functions 
which span a narrow range of ^-values. 
This article is arranged in the following manner. In Sec. II.A we describe the specifics of 
the superlattice and the form of the independent-electron Hamiltonian. In Sec. II.B we 
provide a brief description of the numerical methods used in this article. Details of the 
orthonormal bases used in Sec. IH are provided in Sec. II.C. In Sec. n.D we give the form of 
the initial wave functions employed here, while in Sec. II.E we list the field-free energy 
parameters for the two superlattices used, one with very narrow energy gaps and the other 
with very wide energy gaps. In Sec. in.A-D we summarize the major properties of our 
results for y/{z,t) in terms of the local probability density as well as the 
projections of i^(z, t) with regard to the three orthonormal bases described in Sec. n.C. In 
Sec. in.E, we investigate how different choices of the initial wave function affect the results, 
and in Sec. III.F we look at how a differing superlattice band stmcture affects the dynamics. 
Finally, in Sec. IV we present a summary of our major results and discussion of open issues. 
A preliminary, very brief summary of the present work appeared in Ref. 6. 
n. Method 
A. Model 
The conduction band of a GaAs/Al_jGa,_^As superlattice is modeled using the standard 
picture of a one-dimensional periodic square-wave potential V(z), with period a, in the 
effective-mass approximation. An individual unit cell of the superlattice consists of a GaAs 
well of width w and an Al,Ga,__jAs barrier of width b, so that a = b + w (see Fig. 1). The 
potential y(z) is chosen to equal zero in the well regions and equal to Vq i'l barrier 
regions, where Vq is proportional to the A1 concentration, x. A piecewise constant effective 
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mass m*(z), is adopted using values appropriate to the barrier and well layers. The kinetic 
energy operator is chosen in the standard manner, 7' = (-ftY2)3/3z([l/m' '(z)]9/3z). We 
select the origin of coordinates at the center of one of the GaAs layers, to be labeled by unit 
cell index n = 0. The complete Hamiltonian for independent electrons in the presence of a 
uniform static electric field F = Fz is H = Hg+eFz, where Hq=T + V(Z) is the electron 
Hamiltonian of the field-free superlattice. For our numerical simulations the number of unit 
cells included is to be so large as to contain the entire wave packet throughout the time 
interval of interest, thus eliminating the issue of boundary conditions. 
B. Numerical methods 
The numerical routines used follow the methods outlined in Sec. II. A of Ref. 4. The one-
dimensional time-dependent Schrodinger equation, ihd\j//dt = Hxjf, is solved using a Cayley 
integration routine and numerical accuracy is conveniently monitored using a method'^ based 
on Ehrenfest's theorem. With the aid of this method we obtain, for a sequence of uniformly 
spaced times, t^=nAt, (n = 0,1,2,...), a column vector, whose elements are the 
instantaneous values of the electron wave function for a uniformly spaced set of AA +1 spatial 
mesh points Zj = Zo + JAz {j = 0,...,N), where Az is the mesh spacing. The issue of the 
size of the spatial and time mesh spacings is discussed briefly in Ref. 4. 
The configuration space probability density, |v/^(z,r)|\ gives, perhaps, the most insightful 
and intuitive portrait of the dynamics. This data can be effectively displayed in either an 
animated time-sequence of plots of the probability density versus position, or in a two-
dimensional grayscale density plot, with z and t serving as the abscissa and ordinate, where 
the intensity is proportional to the instantaneous local probability density |i/^(z,?)|^. Although 
the animated version of the dynamics provides a very realistic portrayal of the wave packet's 
time evolution, we have found that the grayscale density plots are especially effective for 
identifying subtle features of the dynamics that might otherwise go unnoticed. 
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For each of the discrete times we calculate the projections of the wave function 
on the functions of each of the three orthonormai bases described in the following 
subsections. These projections give complementary, insightful pictures of the electron 
dynamics. 
C. Orthonormai expansion bases 
In the following subsections we introduce the notation appropriate to expanding the time-
dependent wave function yf{z,t) in terms of three especially convenient complete 
orthonormai bases. These are the continuum normalized free-particle eigenstates, the Bloch 
eigenfiinctions for an infinite, periodic superlattice in the absence of an electric field, and 
finally, a convenient set of Wannier functions constructed from these Bloch functions. 
/. Free-particle eigenstates 
We expand the time-dependent wave function in terms of continuum normalized free-
particle eigenstates, (lK)~^'e"'^, as 
= dqe^'''^{q,t). (I) 
The inverse relation is 
= (2) 
We will examine the momentum probability density Jh as a function of time and 
wave number ^ in a grayscale density plot (see Fig. 3). 
2. Bloch eigenstates 
The orthonormai basis of Bloch eigenfiinctions, 0,(/:,z), for the field-free Hamiltonian 
Hq are determined analytically for any given superlattice. Here k denotes the usual Bloch 
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wave vector, {-Kla<k<Kla) and /(=0,1, 2,...) is the band index. We normalize these 
functions over a unit cell according to 
(2;r/a) \<l),{k,z)\ dz = l. (3) 
J-o/2 
This choice of normalization gives rise to the orthonormality relation 
J dz(l)',{k,z)(l>t'{k\z) = S^,.S{k-k'), (4) 
where 5{k — k') is the Dirac delta function and 5,is the Kronecker delta. We may then 
project the computed numerical values of il/{z,t) onto the <p,{k,z), according to the 
prescription 
g,{k,t)(l),{k,z)dk, (5) 
with the inverse relation 
= J \i/{z,t)(l)]{k,z)dz. (6) 
3. Wannier eigenstates 
We determine the Wannier functions for the lowest seven minibands by numerical 
integration over the Brillouin zone of the Bloch functions defined above, 
|/z,/) = vv,(z-zzti) = ^ /fl/(2^l <p,[k,z)e~"^dk. (7) 
J -Kla 
Using Ref. 7 as a guide, we have selected the arbitrary phase of the Bloch functions so as to 
yield Wannier functions with the following properties: the functions w,[z-na) are real, 
maximally localized about the center of the unit cell n, and symmetric (antisymmetric) about 
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z = m for even (odd) miniband indices. This choice of Wannier functions also satisfies the 
following orthonormality relation, 
J dzw',{z-na)w,,{z-n'a) = 5,j.S„y. (8) 
Because an individual Wannier function is peaked about one unit cell and is associated with 
only one miniband, they prove to be ideal for constructing initial normalized wave packets. 





and determine the expansion coefficients using the inverse relation 
= J dz\lf{z,t)\n,l). (10) 
The square of the expansion coefficients, |c„ ,(/)[^, can now be plotted for each miniband as a 
function of the position of the unit cell n and time t. Since each Wannier function is localized 
about the center of one unit cell, such plots can be viewed as a discretized version of the 
real-space probability density plot described above, but decomposed in terms of the separate 
minibands. These plots necessarily have a crude spatial resolution, the period of the 
superlattice. However, this is adequate for cases where the acceleration takes place over 
many cells (see Sec. m.D). 
Summing the squares of the Wannier function expansion coefficients over all cells within 
one miniband, we arrive at the quantity introduced in Ref. 4, called the "band occupancy 
function," 
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/!(')=Ik. (Of- ( I I )  
This function proves to be an extremely useful tool when examining interminiband 
transitions. It provides the probability that at time t the evolving wave packet occupies states 
of the /th miniband.8 
D. Initial wave function 
Our preferred initial wave function (see Fig. 1) is a linear superposition of five adjacent 
Wannier functions of one particular miniband, namely 
Because most superlattice samples are very thin and the laser pulse effectively penetrates the 
entire sample, current excitation methods tend to excite electrons in a uniform manner in 
every cell of the superlattice.^ We have chosen to restrict our initial wave function to just 
five equally-weighted adjacent Wannier functions in order to maintain a spatially localized 
wave packet whose motion in configuration space can be discerned. This initial state 
provides a wave packet in the B loch-space representation that is sharply peaked about k = 0 
within the Brillouin zone. By contrast, an initial state utilizing only one Wannier state, due to 
its spatial localization, would spread across the entire Brillouin zone. Although our results 
presented in Sec. III.A-D are obtained when we use a packet narrow in B loch-space, the 
opposite case will be considered in Sec. in.E. 
E. Superlattice characteristics 
In order to conveniently explore the high-field multiple miniband dynamics we focus on a 
superlattice that has wide energy minibands and relatively small band gaps. The energy 
parameters of this superlattice are given in Table 1. For such a superlattice, interminiband 
transitions occur abmptly at values of k where the energy band differences are a minimum. 
(12) 
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Table 1 Field-free energy parameters for a GaAs/AlgjGaogAs superlattice, with 
w = 20 nm and b = 05 nm. Minimum and maximum energy values, and 
^max' of miniband of band index I are given, along with the miniband widths, 
W, and the minimum energy gap between minibands, . All values are given in 
meV 
I ^min max W 
0 3.2 13.2 10.0 
7.1 
1 20.3 52.8 32.5 
8.2 
2 61.0 118.8 57.8 
9.2 
3 128.0 211.2 83.3 
10.3 
4 221.5 330.1 108.6 
In Sec. in.F results are presented for a superlattice with larger miniband gaps, for which 
interminiband transitions occur over the entire BZ. The energy parameters of the second 
superlattice are given in Table 2. 
m. Results 
In this section we give a comprehensive description of the electron dynamics in a thin 
barrier superlattice {b = 05 nm, w = 20 nm, a = b + w = 205 nm) subject to a "moderately 
strong" electric field, F = 3.9 kV/cm. The term "moderately strong" can be quantified using 
Zener's estimate^ ^ for the probability, y, of interminiband transition per Tg from the initially 
fiilly occupied lowest miniband to the fiilly unoccupied next-highest miniband: 
7 = exp 
*2 ^ ma 
V 4n- \eFa\^ 
(13) 
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Table 2 Field-free energy parameters for a GaAs/Alo^Gao,As superlattice, with 
w = 95 nm and b = 25nm. Minimum and maximum energy values, and 
^max' miniband of band index I are given, along with the miniband widths, 
W, and the minimum energy gap between minibands, . All values are given in 
meV 
I  Emin Epuix W 
0 27.4 38.0 10.6 
l lA  
1 110.1 153.2 43.1 
93.6 
2 246.8 347.8 100.9 
85.2 
3 432.9 622.4 189.4 
45.3 
4 667.6 962.7 295.1 
where E^ is the energy gap separating the two minibands. We have found that the estimate 
provided by (13) for the first interminiband transition rate falls within a few percent of our 
numerical results for a variety of field strengths and energy gaps. Using the parameters given 
in Table 1, and a field strength of F = 3.9 kV/cm, we obtain y = 0.56. However, it must be 
stressed that this "tunneling probability" is only accurate for the first transition from the 
ground state to the unoccupied first excited state. The only way to accurately determine 
miniband occupancy beyond this first transition it to fully solve the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation. It turns out that for this range of 7, a wave packet that initially 
occupies the lowest miniband will make partial transitions to successively higher minibands. 
Thus after several Bloch periods there is a complex exchange of probability, both upward and 
downward, among all of the lower occupied minibands. 
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A. Conflguration space 
Figure 2 on shows the electron probability density, \y/{z,  , in a grayscale density plot 
with z as the abscissa and time, scaled in units of , serving as the ordinate. The intensity 
provides the third dimension, indicating probability density. One can see clearly defined 
parabolic trajectories, which are reminiscent of a free quantum particle described by a 
normalized wave packet that accelerates anti-parallel to the electric field. Recall that in the 
free-particle case, 12 V^(z) = 0, a uniform electric field causes the peak of the electron wave 
packet to accelerate with the classical value eF/m, while the modulus of the wave packet 
spreads within the accelerating frame as if there were no field. However, in addition to the 
accelerating portions of the wave packet, we can also see in Fig. 2 portions of the probability 
density decelerating parallel to the electric field. Note that, as the parabolic trajectories cross, 
there is an exchange of probability between each portion of the wave packet. As we will 
discover through analyzing the dynamics using the other bases as representations, these 
crossings correspond to an exchange of probability between the field-free minibands. 
B. Free-particle representation 
The complex motion of the electron wave packet in configuration space takes on a greatly 
simplified form when viewed in the free-particle representation. Fig. 3 is a grayscale density 
plot of the momentum probability where the wave vector q is scaled by nja and 
t is again in units of Tg • One immediately notices the linear trajectory of localized portions 
of the wave packet as would occur with an accelerating free quantum particle. Recall that in 
momentum space the modulus of the wave packet for the accelerating free quantum particle is 
simply displaced retaining its shape for all time. Although a large portion of the wave packet 
advances to higher momentum values, at intervals of approximately Tb/2, a portion of the 
wave packet appears at an equal but opposite momentum value, characteristic of a particle 
oscillating in space. As we approach the high-field limit, these "oscillating" portions 
diminish in intensity until we retrieve the result for the free-particle case. 
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qa/7C 
Fig. 3 Density plot of /li as a function of wave vector qajn and for the 
system shown in Fig. 1. The intensity bar indicates the range from lowest to highest 
probability density. Notice the linear trajectory similar to an accelerating free 
quantum particle, however with portions of the wave packet reappearing at equal but 
opposite values of the wave vector every Tb/2 . 
This free-particle representation portrays die important physical features of linear 
displacement associated with an accelerating particle and the momentum reversal 
characteristic of oscillations. However, it does not directly relate to the exchange of 
probability among the field-free minibands that determines the relative importance of these 
two physical processes. Although much more difficult to produce numerically, the 
interminiband dynamics are best studied in the Bloch eigenstate representation. 
C. Bloch representation 
In this section, we examine the dynamics by projecting the calculated wave function 
yf{z,t) onto the Bloch eigenstates defined in Sec. n.C.2. Using Eq. 6 we have numerically 
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calculated the expansion coefficients gi{k,t) for the lowest seven minibands. Before 
presenting the results, it is useful to examine the equations of motion for the expansion 
coefficients, gf{k,t). By substituting Eq. 5 into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, 
one obtains (see Appendix) the B loch-space representation of the problem, 
t) = E,{k)g,{k,t) + ieF^g,{k,t) + eF^^, X,j.{k)g,.{k, t). (14) 
In (14) F is the magnitude of the external electric field, e is the magnitude of the electron 
charge, E,{k) is the energy eigenvalue for the Bloch state k of the /th band, and X. ,.{k) is the 
interminiband coupling operator between bands I and I' for the wave vector k. The 
interminiband coupling operator is defined as follows: 
X,,.(i:) = X;.,(fe) = —[ ul{k,z)^Ui.{k,z)dz, (15) 
a J-a/2 ok 
where is the periodic part of the Bloch eigenfunction, and the integration is over one 
unit cell of length a. 
One may identify two separate coupling terms in (14), each proportional to the electric 
field F. The first is an intraband coupling term, ieFdgi[k,t)fdk, producing a linear 
displacement with respect to time of the wave packet through an extended-zone scheme. The 
second is the interminiband coupling term, eF^^,X,i.[k)g,.{k,t), which allows the 
"vertical" exchange of probability between minibands at the same value of the wave vector k. 
We may simplify (14) and effectively remove the intraband coupling term using a 
Galilean-type transformation, k[t) = k — eFt/h. The set of coupled equations then becomes 
••ft = E,{k(t)Y},(k,t)+ X , j .  W ' K  [k,t). (16) 
In contrast to (14), these are now a set of coupled ordinary differential equations of the 
variable t for each value of k in the interval -Kja to Kja. But as a result of the transform. 
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the energy bands, , and the coupling operator, , are now time dependent. 
The linear transformation has caused these functions that were periodic in the wave vector, 
k = k + 2Kla, to now be periodic in time, with period Xg. We refer to this transformed 
wave-vector space as the "travelling-zone scheme." 
Because they are obtained from the full time-dependent Schrodinger equation, the 
numerically determined expansion coefficients, gi(k,t), are the solutions to the full set 
equations give in (14) without approximations. In order to display the resulting dynamics for 
many minibands using the same time axis, it is convenient to use the travelling-zone scheme 
discussed above, and plot the transformed Bloch expansion coefficients |G,(^,f)|'. As is 
done in the other representations these probability densities are displayed in grayscale density 
plots as a function of time and wave number k for each miniband I. 
The first four panels of Fig. 4 show a grayscale density plot of |G,(^,/)|' for each of the 
lowest four minibands. For one particular point k, |G,(^,r)p evolves vertically up the time 
axis, independent of the other values of k within its own miniband. The exchange of 
probability occurs only with other minibands at the same value of k. Because the 
interminiband coupling is strongly dependent on the inverse of the energy difference, 
[A£,.j(ifc)] *, there is only significant exchange of probability between adjacent minibands. In 
addition, because the energy minibands of the thin-barrier superlattice used here are wide 
with narrow gaps, the coupling is only significant for short time intervals. A more 
quantitative picture of the probability exchange is given with the discussion of P,[t) in 
Sec. in.D. Although displayed here indirectly, the linear displacement of the wave packet in 
Bloch space is clearly supported by the lack of any horizontal displacement in our 
transformed reference frame. 
The "vertical" coupling phenomenon is best illustrated by comparing our results with 
those obtained using a theorem given by Jones and Zener^^ in 1933. Their theorem, which 
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Band 0 Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Total 
-7t/a 7i/a -n/a jt/a -jt/a 7c/a -ji/a jt/a -it/a 7t/a 
k 
Fig. 4 Electron dynamics in Bloch-space using a travelling-zone scheme, |G,(fc,r)p is given 
for the lowest four minibands (/ = 0,1,2,3) as a function of k and t/T^. The 
intensity bar indicates the range from lowest to highest probability density. In the 
last frame, farthest to the right, we give the sum of the lowest seven minibands. 
Notice that this summation remains constant with time, thus 
numerically verifying the Jones-Zener theorem discussed in Sec. III.C. 
comes directly from Eq. (14), states that when the modulus squared of the Bloch expansion 
coefficients are suimned over all bands, then, for any value of k in the first Brillouin zone, 
/ I 
Thus, independent of the electric field strength and the amount of interminiband transitions, 
the resulting "re-combined" wave packet is displaced linearly in time, just as a low-field 
Bloch oscillating wave packet would behave when interminiband transitions are ignored. If 
we rewrite Eq. (17) using the previously defined Galilean transform we obtain. 
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X|G,(^,f)|' = X|G,M)f (18) 
/ / 
showing that the summation is completely independent of time. The Jones-Zener theorem is 
verified graphically using our numerical results in the final frame of Fig. 4, where we have 
summed over the lowest seven minibands. 
We have also solved directly, by numerical methods, the set of coupled ordinary 
differential equations given in (16) for the single value of fc = 0 using numerical methods. 
Our results agree to high accuracy with the values of G,{0,t) obtained by solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation and then projecting y/{z,t) onto the Bloch eigenstate basis. 
This agreement provides important confirmation of the accuracy of our numerical procedures 
applied to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, as well as, the basic correctness of the 
Houston equations. Using such methods we have been able to efficiently examine the 
interminiband transitions for a wide variety of systems with different electric field strengths. 
Of particular interest is when a resonance condition enhances interminiband transitions. 
These "Zener resonances" are most easily explained using tight-binding language (See 
Ref. 14 for a good two-band analytic treatment). For a selected set of electric field values, an 
electron occupying an orbital about a particular unit cell of the superlattice becomes nearly 
degenerate with and thus makes a transition to an excited orbital localized about a different 
unit cell. Further results of this phenomenon and others involving interminiband transitions 
are given in Ref 10 and Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
D. Waimier representation 
To help clarify how the occupancy of each miniband manifests itself in real-space we 
examine the dynamics of the expansion coefficients of the Wannier representation. 
Fig. 5 shows |c„ ,(f)p for the lowest four bands, / = 0,1,2, and 3. We can now see that within 
each miniband the electron actually exhibits oscillatory behavior, and exchange of probability 
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Fig. 5 (a) Density plot of the Wannier expansion coefficients |c„ ,(r)p as a function of z and 
f/Tg. The grayscale bar indicates the range from lowest to highest probability 
density. The lowest four minibands (/ = 0,1, 2, 3) are given from right to left. This 
plot can be seen as a decomposition of Fig. 2 in terms of the field-free miniband 
occupancy, (b) A recombined format of Fig. 5(a) showing the Wannier expansion 
coefficients summed over the first seven minibands, • 
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with adjacent minibands occurs at the extrema of these oscillations. Because the initial 
occupancy of each higher miniband occurs as the wave packet oscillates to the left, a natural 
spatial separation occurs among the wave packet portions oscillating within each miniband. 
By controlling the strength of interminiband transitions, using perhaps an external ac field 
(see Chapter 3 of this thesis), one should be able to partially control the spatial location of the 
wave packet. 
In order to gain a quantitative view of the probability exchange between minibands we 
refer to Fig. 6(a), a graph giving P,{t) for each of the lowest five minibands. From this graph 
we can clearly see how a portion of the probability wave cascades from miniband to 
miniband in rather abrupt transitions occurring at approximately every time interval Tb/2. 
Although transitions will always be strongest at time intervals of Tb/2, the abruptness 
exhibited here is due to the wave packet being sharply peaked in Bloch-space as well as the 
narrow transition region for this thin-barrier superlattice. It is instructive to compare Fig. 6(a) 
with the energy miniband diagram shown in Fig. 6(b) for the superlattice used here. If one 
follows a point k[t) = +eFtlh (note that we have temporarily reversed the direction of our 
electric field to conform with the usual convention of the passage of time proceeding from 
right to left) moving in an extended-zone scheme along the contours of constant energy, as is 
often depicted in elementary condensed matter texts, we see that the interminiband transitions 
occur where the energy gaps are smallest. It is important to realize from Fig. 6(a) that the 
exchange of probability is not always from a lower miniband to a higher miniband. As can 
be seen at t = 3T^/2 there is a significant remrn of probability from the first excited 
miniband to the lowest miniband. 
E. Other initial wave functions 
First we examine what happens if we choose an initial state consisting of a single 



















Fig. 6 (a) Projections P,(t) of the wave function shown in Fig. 2 onto Wannier functions of 
minibands, / = 0,1, 2, 3,4. An exchange of probability occurs rather abruptly 
between adjacent minibands approximately every Tg/2. Notice that there is not a 
monotonic decrease in amplitude of the lowest miniband, but at 3Tb/2 there is a net 
gain of probability from the exchange with the / = I miniband. (b) Field-free energy 
minibands for a GaAs/Alo jOag gAs superlattice with b = 05 nm, w = 20 nm. 
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distribution of this initial wave packet effectively occupies the entire BZ. Because the 
interminiband transitions occur independently for each value of k in Bloch space, we can 
predict that the band occupancy functions for this "wide packet" case should behave very 
similarly to the "narrow packet" case discussed in Sec. m., the only difference being an 
increase in the time of transition between bands. In fact, if one takes a time average over one 
Bloch period of the band occupancy functions for a "narrow packet" case, 
J't+rg/Z />(<')<*'. fort>T,/2 (19) 
the resulting function approximates very well the "wide packet" band occupancy functions 
(see Fig. 7). The parabolic paths seen in Fig. 2 for the "narrow packet" are less distinct in the 







0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
t/tB 
Fig. 7 Projections /',(/) for an initial wave packet wide in Bloch space. Notice that the 
transitions occur between minibands nearly linearly over an entire Bloch period. 
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We again consider the original "narrow packet" of five equally-weighted adjacent 
Wannier functions of one particular miniband, but now for an excited miniband. For 
example, if the wave packet began in the / = 4 miniband, a large portion of the wave packet 
should actually initially "decelerate" in a direction parallel to the electric field (see Fig. 8). 
This can be understood by re-examining the energy miniband diagram. Fig. 6(b). At f = 0 
the energy difference between the / = 4 and the / = 3 minibands is small, resulting in strong 
interminiband coupling,  however,  the energy difference between the /  = 4 and the 1 = 5 
miniband [not seen in Fig. 6(b)] is too large for any significant coupling to occur. This 
results in an initially "reflected" wave packet that will continue to cascade down to the lower 
minibands. Of course at each of the downward transitions a portion of the wave packet 
Fig. 8 Probability density as a function of z  and t /T^  for an initial wave packet composed 
of five Wannier states of the / = 4 miniband. The intensity bar indicates the range 
from lowest to highest probability density. Notice the initial deceleration of the 
wave packet to the right corresponding with transitions to lower minibands. 




makes a transition upward and accelerates forward, that is anti-parallel to the electric field, 
resulting in the familiar interwoven mesh of parabolic paths 
F. Superlattice with wide energy gaps 
The initial superlattice we have chosen (see Table 1) is convenient for observing multiple 
miniband dynamics since there is a clear separation between the times where transitions 
occur. As explained earlier, this is due to the narrow energy gaps. In this section we 
examine the high-field dynamics for the superlattice summarized in Table 2. Because the 
energy gaps are considerably higher, significant interminiband transitions due not occur until 
field strengths approach 30 kV/cm, and an initial 50% transition does not occur until a field 
strength of 200 kV/cm. There is clearly a strong dependence of the transition probability on 
the size of the miniband energy gaps. For this reason we note that as the gap size varies 
between minibands, so does the type of transition that occurs. In Fig. 9(b) we show P,[t) for 
the wide gap superlattice at a field strength of 390 kV/cm. For this extremely strong electric 
field the cascading transitions associated with acceleration are evident. However, the time 
dependence for the probability exchange between the lowest two minibands is quite different. 
This is because F is so large that eFa >E, -E^, where E, indicates the center of the field-free 
miniband. So for the lowest two minibands, one may imagine two interwoven WS ladders 
where £, -E^ is now the minimum coupling frequency. This coupling results in lower 
frequency "intra-well" oscillations. We can see this oscillatory behavior between minibands 
in real space by examining the probability density plot shown in Fig. 9(a). 
rv. Summary and Conclusions 
The results of our numerical studies demonstrate that the multiple miniband dynamics of 
an electron accelerating in a superlattice can be understood remarkably well as a 
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. 9 (a) Probability density as a function of z  and for a superlattice with wide energy 
gaps between minibands (see Table 2). The intensity bar indicates the range from 
lowest to highest probability density. Notice the spatial oscillations showing the 
same time dependence as the probability exchange between the lowest two 
minibands, as seen in Fig. 9(b). (b) Miniband occupancies P,{t) for the wave 
function displayed in Fig. 9(a). 
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exchanges between minibands. Due to the complexity of these couplings between 
minibands, an exact multiband analytic treatment has not been possible. However, we have 
overcome this obstacle by solving the full time-dependent Schrodinger equation by numerical 
methods. Once y/{z,t) is in hand, we are able to accurately determine the electron dynamics 
in a variety of useful representations. 
The essential features of the electron dynamics are best summarized using the field-free 
Bloch eigenfunctions as a basis. First, we note that the wave packet, viewed as travelling 
through an extended zone scheme in Bloch space, proceeds at a fixed rate, 
k[t) = k[0) — eFtfh. In this respect the textbook arguments based on dldt[fik) = -eF[t) are 
valid. However, the textbook does not deal with interminiband processes. Our results show 
that even when interminiband processes are operative the underlying equation remains in 
effect. Second, we also know that the wave packet only exchanges probability "vertically" 
between minibands at the same value of k. The precise amount of probability exchanged 
between successive energy minibands depends on the strength of the electric field, the 
explicit form of the miniband energy, and on the specific details of the initial wave function. 
Using accurate numerical methods we are able to precisely calculate quantitative values for 
the occupancy of each miniband as a function of time. 
A better understanding of the high-field dynamics of carriers in superlattices will not only 
aid scientists with the development of better THz emitters based on Bloch oscillations, but it 
could also provide a means to control the spatial transport of carriers through superlattices. 
Our results indicate that the ability to control interminiband transitions, utilizing perhaps 
Zener resonances or via an external ac electric field, will provide a means to partially control 
the spatial transport of carriers. Such control would allow a means to enhance or inhibit the 
current through the superlattice, thereby creating nonlinear current-voltage characteristics 
desired for ultra-fast switching mechanisms. We investigate some of these possibilities in 
Ref. 10 and Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
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Appendix: Derivation of the Houston Equations 
In this appendix we provide the details for the derivation of the Houston equations seen in 
Sec. in.C. We begin with the time-dependent Schrodinger equation in configuration space, 
= (A.l) 
where Hq is the field-free Hamiltonian (see Sec. n.A). We then expand in terms of the field-
free Bloch eigenstates using Eq. (5) and use the field-free energy eigenvalue expression, 
Ho(l>,(k,z) = Ei{k)(l),(k,z), (A.2) 
to obtain 
K/A KJA 
X 1 = X \dkgt{k , t ) (^ i{k ,z )[Ei{k)  + eFz] .  (A.3) 
' -JT/a I -KLA 
By multiplying Eq. (A.3) from the left by (f>'„(.q,z), integrating over all z, and utilizing the 
orthonormality relation given in Eq. (4) we obtain the equation of motion for the Bloch 
expansion coefficients, 
<9 It/a f ~ 1 
i f i -^8t{k j )  = g, ik , t )E,{k)  + eF^ j  dkg,{k , t )^ jdz<l>'„{q,z)z<t>,{k ,z)^ .  (A.4) 
We now examine in detail the last bracketed integral of Eq. (A.4), which we shall now refer 
to using Dirac notation, {m,q\z\l,k). First we let z = c7(z) + S(z), where a{z) is the 
sawtooth function defined as. 
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(t(z) = z  (-«/2 ^  z < fl/2) 
G{z+a)  = a{z)  
(A.5) 
and .5(z) is the staircase function. 
5(z) = na [{n—^)a<z<{n+-^)a]  
n = 0,±1,±2,±3,... 
(A.6) 
In the Dirac notation we can write 
{m,q\z \ l ,k )  = {m,q\( j{z) \ l ,k )+{m,q\S{z] \ l ,k ) .  (A.7) 
By separating the Bloch functions into its exponential and periodic portions, 
|/,^) = e'"'ui{k,z), where z + a) = Uj{k,z), the first sawtooth term may be simplified to 
{m,q\a{z)\l,k) = (j^e"'^'"'^'' (A.8) 
where 
ALL 
'^nuf.Uc = "m(9' Z) 2 Z) • (A.9) 
-0/2 
With the identity, S[{k-q)a-27un) ,  where S(x) is the Dirac delta 
function, and using very similar steps for the staircase term we obtain, 
{m,q\z \ l ,k )  = 2;r| ^ 5({k  -q)a  -2nn)^  -  i5 '[{k-q)a  -2m) |, (A. 10) 
where the matrix element and 5'{x)  is the first derivative of 
the Dirac delta function. Now, by substituting Eq. (A. 10) into the last term of Eq. (A.4) and 
simplifying the sum of Dirac delta functions (and the sum of first-derivative Dirac delta 
functions) we obtain: 
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eFY,  ]dk  g^{kj ){m,q\z \Lk)^  eF—^gt{kj )  jdz<pl ,{k ,z )z0i{k ,z )  
1=0-K/A 1=0 -ALL 
1.7T1 J". /9 
+ieF—Y^-^gi{k , t )  \dz( l>'„{k ,z) (p ,{k ,z )  . (A.ll) 
^ /=o "k 
«_ >0 0/2 T 
+/eF—1 DZ(L>'„{K,Z)—<T>I{K,Z) 
^ 1=0 _A/2 °K 
By expanding and using the orthonormality of the Bloch functions this simplifies to 
eF^ {dkgi{k , t ){m,q\z \ l ,k )  = ieF-^gi{k , t )  + eF^gi{k , t )X^{k) ,  (A.12) 
1=0 .„LA "k  ,=0 
where X„,(A:) = 2;r//a|is the interminiband coupling operator. This 
gives a final equation of motion equivalent to Eq. (14), 
^  0 -  Si  {k ,  t )  Ei{k)- ieF^gi{k , t )  = eF^gi{k , t )X„,[k) .  (A. 13) 
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Abstract 
We examine the dynamics of electrons in semiconductor superlattices subject to ac, dc, 
and combined ac-dc electric fields. Using high-accuracy numerical methods to solve the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation, we examine such phenomena as Zener resonances, 
dynamic localization, and ac-resonant transport. Particular attention is given to 
understanding interminiband transitions that arise from strong coupling between Wannier-
Stark eigenstates originating from different minibands. We demonstrate how specific ac 
components can be added to a dc field so as to enhance or suppress the interminiband 
transitions that normally occur when only a dc field is present. Such control over 
interminiband transitions provides a method to control real-space carrier transport. 
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I. Introduction 
In response to ground-breaking experimental studies concerning quantum transport in 
semiconductor superlattices subject to external electric fields, there has been a revived 
interest in the theoretical treatment of such systems. In the decades following the early 
theories given by Bloch^ and Zener^ in describing Bloch oscillations (BO), a long theoretical 
debate^ took place regarding the true nature of Wannier-Stark (WS) eigenstates and Bloch 
oscillations when one allows for interminiband coupling. Today, however, through 
substantial experimental evidence'^ and accurate numerical simulations,^ we know that Bloch 
oscillations occurring within periodic superlattices are quite robust when interminiband 
coupling can be considered weak. Also, it is now accepted that the discrete WS eigenstates 
of a single miniband theory must be treated as very narrow resonant states when weak 
interminiband coupling is considered. 
The theoretical literature pertaining to Bloch oscillations, and other quantum transport 
phenomena in superlattices subject to static electric fields, is expanding to include a variety 
of new phenomena found to exist in such systems.^ With the addition of a time-periodic 
electric field the possible types of dynamics increase still more,'^-!'^ all while maintaining a 
one-dimensional model of an ideal periodic SL with no scattering. The abundance of 
transport phenomena is caused by the system's sensitivity to design parameters, such as the 
inherent miniband structure (resulting from varying the composition and/or thickness of the 
superlattice layers), the relative ac and dc electric field strengths, the frequency of the ac 
field, and the choice of initial wave functions (which depends on the optical excitation or 
electronic ejection method.) 
Typically analytic studies of these systems are done using necessary approximations, such 
as a single-miniband treatment, to facilitate tractable solutions. In this article, we study the 
electron dynamics by solving the time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE) directly using 
high-accuracy numerical methods. This allows us to investigate the validity of earlier 
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theoretical predictions and provide quantitative measurements of the error inherent to such 
approximate treatments. But more importantly, our numerical method allows us to go 
beyond the typical one and two-band approximations so as to study quantum transport 
involving multiple minibands. An additional advantage of our method is the graphical 
representation of the wave packet dynamics provided by the numerical simulations. Often a 
plot or animation of the wave packet's motion gives a unique perspective to subtle features of 
the dynamics not evident in approximate analytic descriptions. Because the possible 
parameter space for each type of system is extremely broad, we will discuss only a few of the 
more important results we have investigated. 
With the development of the free-electron laser, scientists have been able to 
experimentally investigate the response of excited carriers to an external ac field with 
frequencies in the THz range. 18-21 One interesting example, from the experimental group at 
Santa Barbara, is the "inverse Bloch oscillator effect,"2l which is an increased dc 
conductivity within a superlattice subject to a static electric field when an auxiliary ac field is 
tuned to the Bloch frequency or its higher harmonics. The realization of such experimental 
studies of electron transport in the presence of combined ac-dc electric fields has prompted us 
to examine these quantum phenomena using our numerical methods. 
Ideally, we are interested in understanding the use of an auxiliary ac field to control 
spatial transport of carriers in superlattices subject to static fields at strengths where 
interminiband transitions play a major role. There are, however, for special combinations of 
design parameters many different quantum phenomena, which can influence the electron 
dynamics. Because the general multiple-miniband, ac-dc problem offers so much 
complexity, we attempt to gain a better comprehensive understanding by examining some 
important classes of dynamical behavior individually. 
In Sec. in we examine a special type of interminiband transition known as Zener 
resonances. Under the influence of a dc electric field, the minibands associated with a 
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periodic superlattice split into uniformly-spaced discrete energy levels known as a Wannier-
Stark (WS) ladder. Now, depending on the original energy offset between the midpoints of 
each miniband, it is possible for the interpenetrating WS ladders to have nearly degenerate 
energy levels. For the special values of the electric field where these degeneracies occur, the 
amount of probability exchanged between minibands can reach 100% after many Bloch 
oscillations, even for weak electric fields. This effect has recently been investigated^"^ using 
a two-band tight-binding model. In Ref. 8 an estimate of the resonance strength is provided 
based on an analytic expression given in Ref. 22 for the energy difference between the nearly 
degenerate levels. Our numerical results show that the estimates based on the approximate 
expression underestimate the coupling strength. 
The important effect of ac dynamic localization is investigated in Sec. IV. This 
phenomenon has been thoroughly investigated using single-band tight-binding theory. 10-17 
In Ref. 11, Zhao shows that dynamic localization can strictly exist only when non-nearest 
neighbor interactions are ignored. We find by numerically solving the I'DSE that for low 
field values, where interminiband transitions are negligible, the wave packet does indeed 
exhibit dynamic localization over many periods of the ac field. We also investigate, using 
numerical simulations, the influence of aperiodicities associated with interface roughness 
(IR) on dynamic localization. We find that, with IR incorporated into the superlattice 
potential, the wave packet remains fairly well localized. However, the coherent oscillations 
associated with dynamic localization dephase typically after three periods of the ac field, due 
to the effects of IR. An accurate measurement of the influence of IR on dynamic localization 
is important to any attempts at experimentally detecting the phenomenon. 
In Sec. V we examine in detail the physics responsible for the "inverse Bloch oscillator 
effect."2l Our results clearly show that a resonant ac field couples neighboring WS 
eigenstates causing a rapid spreading of the initially localized wave packet. We find that the 
phase of the ac field is important in determining how the delocalization manifests itself. 
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Depending on the phase of the ac field relative to the initial position of the wave function 
within the Brillouin zone, the wave packet's center-of-mass motion exhibits positive, 
negative, and zero velocity. Although this behavior is easily derived from semiclassical 
theory (see Appendix), the importance of the phase is not discussed in the literature. We also 
investigate the influence of interface roughness on the derealization resulting from the 
resonance. Our results show that the perturbations of the WS ladder caused by IR, although 
causing some negative effects, do not significantly stop the delocalization. By numerically 
solving the TDSE for the full Hamiltonian given in Sec. II.C., we have verified the accuracy 
of theoretical tight-binding predictions showing that the degree of delocalization is 
proportional to the ratio /„[(eF^^a)/(^a>)] (see Sec. V), where is the Bessel function of 
order  n.  
The last topic, discussed in Sec. VI, is the investigation of an interesting phenomenon 
where an auxiliary ac electric field is used to suppress or enhance interminiband transitions in 
a thin barrier superlattice subject to a strong dc electric field. We have found that such a 
method may be used to provide partial control over real-space transport by limiting the 
exchange of probability to the lowest two minibands. Future quantum device designs could 
perhaps utilize effects similar to those described in Sec. VI for controlling the current-voltage 
(I-V) characteristics of a biased superlattice. 
n. Design and Method 
A. Superlattice parameters 
For reference we provide here the energy parameters for the two superlattices used in this 
article. The first is a GaAs /Al_,Ga,._jAs superlattice with a well width w = 95 nm, barrier 
width b = 25 nm, and A1 concentration x = 03. The lowest two minibands have very large 
miniband gaps relative to the miniband widths (see Table 1), so that interminiband transitions 
are negligible for moderate electric field strengths (<10 kV/cm), except for those special 
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Table 1 Field-free energy parameters for a GaAs/Alo^GaojAs superlattice, with 
w = 93nm and ^ = 2.5nm. Minimum and maximum energy values, and 
Emax' 0^^ miniband of band index I are given, along with the miniband widths, 
W, and the minimum energy gap between minibands, . All values are given in 
meV. 
I Etnin Emax W E, 
0 27.4 38.0 10.6 
l lA 
I 110.1 153.2 43.1 
93.6 
2 246.8 347.8 100.9 
85.2 
3 432.9 622.4 189.4 
45.3 
4 667.6 962.1 295.1 
Zener resonance values (see Sec. HI). We use this superlattice in our investigations of Zener 
resonances, dynamic localization, and resonant ac-field delocalization. 
The second system is also a GaAs/Al_jGa,.^As superlattice, but with well width 
w = 20 nm, barrier width = 05 nm, and A1 concentration x = 02 (see Table 2). With this 
thin-barrier superlattice, even a moderate field strength can cause very large transitions 
among adjacent minibands. We use this second superlattice in Sec. VI when examining the 
influence of ac fields on interminiband transitions. 
B. Initial wave function 
Our preferred initial wave function is a linear superposition of five adjacent Wannier 
functions of one particular miniband. Because most superlattice samples are very thin and 
the laser pulse effectively penetrates the entire sample, current excitation methods tend to 
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Table 2 Field-free energy parameters for a GaAs/Alo^GaogAs superlattice, with 
H' = 20nm and b = 05nm. Minimum and maximum energy values, and 
^nwx' of miniband of band index I are given, along with the miniband widths, 
W, and the minimum energy gap between minibands, E^. All values are given in 
meV. 
I ^MIN ^MAX W 
0 3.2 13.2 10.0 
7.1 
1 20.3 52.8 32.5 
8.2 
2 61.0 118.8 57.8 
9.2 
3 128.0 211.2 83.3 
10.3 
4 221.5 330.1 108.6 
excite electrons in a uniform manner in every cell of the superlattice.23 Also, because the 
carrier wavelength of the laser pulse is long relative to the superlattice sample, each of the 
Wannier functions is expected to have the same phase. We have chosen to restrict our initial 
wave function to just five equally-weighted adjacent Wannier functions in order to maintain a 
spatially localized wave packet whose motion in configuration space can be discerned. This 
initial state provides a wave packet in the B loch-space representation that is sharply peaked 
about k = 0 within the Brillouin zone. 
C. The Houston equations 
Often when we are examining different interminiband transition effects, and we are not 
concerned with the real-space dynamics, it is convenient to solve a subset of the Houston 
equations^S (the Bloch-space representation of the equations of motion) for a particular wave 
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vector k We have found, by carefully comparing with the results obtained from solving the 
TDSE, that the Houston equations provide accurate results regarding miniband occupancy for 
both dc and ac fields. 
An electron in a superlattice subject to an arbitrary time-dependent electric field is 
described in the single-particle, effective-mass approximation by the following Hamiltonian, 
H = T + V{z) + eF{t)z, where T = {-ti^/2)d/dzi^l/m'[ z)]3/3zj is the conventional kinetic 
energy operator, V{z) is the superlattice potential with period a(=fe + w), F{t) is the 
uniform electric field applied along the growth axis z, and e is the magnitude of the electron's 
charge. 
To obtain the Houston equations for our numerical calculations, we first determine 
analytically for any given superlattice, the orthonormal basis of Bloch eigenfunctions, 
^i{k,z), for the field-free Hamiltonian, where k denotes the usual Bloch wave vector, 
(—;r/a <k< Kja) and /(= 0,1, 2,...) is the miniband index. We normalize these functions 
over a unit cell according to 
where 5{k  -  k ' )  is the Dirac delta function and 5^.  is the Kronecker delta. The expansion of 
the time-dependent wave functionf) in terms of <l),[k,z) is given by 
( 1 )  
This choice of normalization gives rise to the orthonormality relation 
(2) 
(3) 
and the inverse relation by 
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(4) 
By substituting Eq. (3) into the TDSE, one obtains (see Appendix of Chapter 2 of this 
thesis) the B loch-space representation of the problem, 
In (5), Ei[k) is the energy eigenvalue for the Bloch state k of the Ith band, and X,, .{k)  is the 
interminiband coupling operator between bands /' and I for the wave vector k. The 
interminiband coupling operator is defined as follows: 
where u,[k,z)  is the periodic part of the Bloch eigenfunction, and the integration is over one 
unit cell of length a. We numerically calculate using the analytic expressions for 
u,{k,z) .  
It is convenient to simplify (5) using a Galilean-type transformation reflecting the time-




3C^ = E, {k{l))G,{k,  t )+eF{/)£,, X„(«:('))G/-(^.') • (8) 
In contrast to (5), these are now a set of coupled ordinary differential equations of the 
variable t for each value of k in the interval -Kja to Kja. But, as a result of the transform, 
the energy bands, £/(^(0). and the coupling operator, X,. ,[k{t)), are now time dependent. 
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It is the set of equations given in (8) that we solve numerically to obtain G,{k, t)  for a 
limited set of minibands, typically 1 = 0 through 7. When considering initial wave packets 
that are narrow with respect to the Brillouin zone, we will often use |G,(0,f)|^ as an 
approximate representat ion of  the true miniband occupancy function,  /^(f)  = G{k,t)dk.  
This approximation is valid for all times since there is no spreading of the wave packet in 
Bloch space. In fact, the only time dependence of |G,(A:,f)|^ comes from the exchange of 
probability "vertically" among the miniband levels. 
D. Cayley method 
Although the Houston equations provide detailed time-dependent dynamics in terms of 
miniband occupancy, an accurate picture of unique carrier dynamics in real space, which is 
what most quantum devices are based upon, can only be revealed by solving the TDSE. 
Numerical integration is accomplished following methods similar to those outlined in 
Sec. II.A of Ref. 5. The one-dimensional TDSE, itidyr/dt = Hiff, is solved using a Cayley 
integration routine,26 and numerical accuracy is conveniently monitored using a method^ 
based on Ehrenfest's theorem. With the aid of this method we obtain, for a sequence of 
uniformly spaced times, t^=nAt, (« = 0,1,2,...), a column vector, whose elements 
are the instantaneous values of the electron wave function for a uniformly spaced set of +1 
spatial mesh points Zj = Zo + jAz [j = 0,... ,N), where Az is the mesh spacing. 
To account for time-dependent electric fields, the routine described in Ref. 5 was 
modified slightly. When considering time-dependent potentials, care must be taken in 
formulating the truncated discrete evolution operator starting from the exact evolution 
operator, so that it remains strictly unitary. We write the TDSE separating the time 
dependent potential V^(r), 
i«^ = [H.+V(<)]vW- (9) 
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Equation (9) has the formal solution given by 
(10) 
Using a Taylor expansion for the exponential, one can write the semi-implicit form of the 
unitary evolution operator, being careful to retain the terms containing the time derivative of 
the potential energy. 
Here all terms on the right of the equation are determined at time t .  It is easy to show that 
this form of the propagator is unitary, therefore conserving the norm, and accurate to second 
semi-implicit expression given in (11) is simply a loop-optimized version of the standard 
Crank-Nicholson routine. Because the method is semi-implicit, at each time-step one must 
diagonalize a tridiagonal matrix of size N. For problems where the Hamiltonian is 
independent of the time, it is standard practice to calculate the coefficients used in the 
Gaussian elimination outside the time loop. With time-dependent potentials, however, this 
N-step loop must be inside the larger time loop, and the coefficients used in the Gaussian 
elimination must then be recalculated each time step. Luckily, this only slows computations 
by a factor of two. Thus, for systems with time-dependent electric fields, we are able to 
maintain the efficiency and accuracy found in previous numerical studies^ of systems in static 
1 + V)At- j -V{A, f  vW + 0((A() ' ) .  
( I I )  
order in the time, i.e. the error is of order The Koonin^^ algorithm for solving the 
fields. 
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m. Zener Resonances 
A. Introduction 
Before examining systems with time-dependent electric fields, we first look at an 
important dc phenomenon known as Zener resonances, which occur when the interwoven WS 
energy levels arising from different minibands become nearly degenerate. Even at very small 
dc-field strengths, energy levels from two different minibands may "cross" if the superlattice 
cells these eigenstates are associated with are spatially very far apart. Thus, for electric fields 
tuned to the precise value where the energy level crossing occurs, the degeneracy of the states 
allows a gradual exchange of probability between the two minibands, until after many Bloch 
periods, the higher miniband is fiilly occupied. If other higher minibands do not become 
involved in the dynamics, this exchange of probability will repeat with a regular period. 
Typically, however, due to the large spatial separation between the two WS eigenstates the 
coupling is very weak, thus it would take an enormous amount of time for any significant 
transition of probability. 
However, for superlattices with narrow energy gaps, interminiband coupling is inherently 
stronger even in the case of moderate electric fields, and Zener resonances can influence the 
dynamics on a time scale equal to . But unfortunately, in the case of stronger coupling, the 
effect is often complicated by the involvement of many different minibands simultaneously. 
Complicated multiple miniband couplings can shroud the resonance effects that may exist 
between two specific minibands. Thus, we have chosen to first examine Zener resonances in 
the case of weak interminiband coupling. 
When a dc electric field is applied to the superlattice, the energy levels will fan out from 
each of the minibands forming a set of interpenetrating WS ladders. Temporarily neglecting 
interminiband transitions, we can describe the energy levels of one particular WS ladder as 
having a  uniform spacing eFa,  and the offset  among each WS ladder is  given by E,-E^,  
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where E, is measured from the bottom of the superlattice potential V^(z) to the midpoint of 
the miniband of index I. With this approximate description of the energy levels, we can 
estimate that a Zener resonance will occur when eFa is an integer multiple of energy offset 
between two minibands, 
neFa = E,-E„, (n = l, 2,...; /,m = 0,1, 2,l ^ m ) .  (12) 
We shall refer to the nth Zener resonance between minibands / and m, when the electric field 
is  chosen to sat isfy (12) for  a  part icular  integer mult iple n.  
As the field strength F is varied, the energy levels do not actually "cross," as described 
above ignoring interminiband coupling, but rather they approach each other very closely. The 
energy difference between the near-degenerate levels, which we shall refer to as A, 
determines the strength of the coupling, and consequently the width of the resonance. For 
those cases where only two minibands participate in the probability exchange, we may define 
the "period of the resonance" as the time is takes for a wave function initially occupying one 
miniband to make a 100% transition to the resonant miniband and then return to fully occupy 
the original miniband. There will also be a corresponding spatial oscillation of the electron 
wave packet characterized by this same time period. As discussed in Ref. 8 this period can 
be expressed as T = 2;r^/A. Note that T diverges for vanishing A indicating a complete 
suppression of Zener tunneling. 
Using a two-band tight-binding model, Zhao^^ has given an exact analytic expression, in 
the context of a weak-coupling perturbation theory, for the near-crossing energy A between 
levels of the two WS ladders. Later, Hone and Zhao^ used a first-order approximate form of 
this expression to give quantitative estimates of the Zener resonance period. We can write 
the expression given in Ref 8, using our notation, as the ratio of the nth order resonance 
period to the Bloch period for Zener resonances occurring between the lowest two 
minibands. 
L. 
T» na 2eFa J 
-1 
(13) 
Here W is the miniband width, is the Bessel function, and is the same-site dipole 
matrix element for the field-free Wannier states of minibands I = 0 and / = 1. It is the ratio 
/^,/a, which quantifies the strength of the coupling between the minibands in the 
perturbation expansion. From an accurate numerical determination of , and using the 
energy parameters for the superlattice given in Table 1, we find the first four (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) 
resonance periods to be T„/r^= 18.7, 69.8, 232, 735. The authors of Ref. 8 point out that 
their expression for the resonance periods, although only a first-order estimate, provides 
results that agree well with earlier numerical studies.^ We have determined, however, by 
numerically solving the Houston equations for this system, values of T^/Tb = 8, 21, 60, 148. 
These values are about a factor of three smaller. This is perhaps surprising since our system 
has a nearly identical value for the ratio of i^,/a = 0.19 used in Ref. 8. We have also 
examined the case where only the lowest two minibands are used in solving the Houston 
equations. Although the two-band treatment changes slightly the electric field value for 
which a resonance occurs, we find nearly the same resonance periods. Thus for this system, a 
two-band approximation appears to be adequate (except for field values where resonance 
conditions are met for the higher minibands, see below). 
Although higher-order correction terms should improve the accuracy of the estimate 
given in (13), there are other sources of error in the underlying model. The two-band tight-
binding model used in both Refs. 6 and 8 only considers on-site coupling between the two 
minibands. Our superlattice has somewhat wider minibands that the system used in Refs. 6 
and 8, so that nearest-neighbor coupling is significant. We have determined for our system, 
that the nearest-neighbor coupling strength between minibands is 25% of the on-site coupling 
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strength. Our numerical simulations thus provide a significantly more accurate determination 
of the resonance period than is possible using approximate tight-binding treatments. 
B. Results 
For the superlattice summarized in Table 1, we have numerically solved the Houston 
equations, using the lowest four minibands for a large range of electric field strengths F. We 
solve Eq. (8) using the particular value of k = Q, and we choose the initial condition of 
Go(^ = 0,0) = l with all higher minibands initially unoccupied. We have chosen 
F=41.2 kV/cm corresponding to the n = 2 Zener resonance condition between the lowest 
two minibands. In Fig. 1 three curves are plotted giving |G,(fc = 0,f)|" versus time for the 
lowest three minibands (/ = 0,1, 2). One can see clearly how the lowest two minibands 
undergo a complete inversion, experiencing 100% probability exchange with a cyclic period 
1.0 





/  = 2  
0.0 
30 0 20 
Fig. 1 A plot of \G,{k =0,f)p versus time in units of Tg, for the lowest three minibands 
(/ = 0,1, 2), showing the n = 2 Zener resonance. 
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of approximately 2lTg. The next highest miniband (/ = 2) is not in resonance with the / = I 
or the / = 0 miniband, so there is very little Zener tunneling into this higher miniband for the 
electric field strength used here. 
We have performed a systematic series of simulations for varying electric field strengths, 
so as to map out the location of various resonance peaks. We have defined a useful 
parameter to measure the field-dependence of the resonance condition. For a particular F we 
may measure how well the resonance condition is satisfied by y(F) = l —Min[|Go(0,f)|^], 
where t runs from 0 to the time-length of the simulation. For values of F off resonance, 
even for long times |Go(0,f)|^ remain near unity. In Fig. 2 we have plotted y(F) as a 
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Fig. 2 The first four resonance peaks are portrayed using 7(F) = l-Min[lGo(0,f)p] as a 
function of [Ey-E^I{eFa). The resonances peaks become narrower as the ratio 
increases, corresponding to an increased "resonance period," . 
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become narrower with increasing n corresponding to a weaker coupling. Although the peaks 
generally fall near to the integer values, there is some discrepancy since the integer scale is 
based on the simple expression using the midpoints of the field-free minibands to estimate 
the field values for which resonances occur. 
The extra, smaller features seen on the resonance curve of Fig. 2 are partially caused by 
the inherent "noise" caused by our simple measure of the "resonance strength," 7(F). This 
is especially true for larger values of F {n< l) where traditional Zener tunneling affects the 
results. However, most of the more prominent secondary peaks can be identified with higher 
order Zener resonances between the / = 0 and the / = 2 or 3 minibands. 
rv. Dynamic Localization 
A. Introduction 
The second phenomenon with which we concern ourselves is "dynamic localization" or 
alternately known as "quasienergy band collapse." ^ 2 There are many useful theoretical 
papers on this topic, 10-17 which derive the special conditions for dynamic localization to 
occur using single-band tight-binding (SBTB) approaches. We will examine dynamic 
localization by numerically solving the TDSE. 
We would like to point out, that because this is only a preliminary investigation of time-
dependent field phenomena, in this section (Sec. IV) and the next (Sec. V) we deliberately 
choose the system parameters so that we can compare our numerical results with approximate 
SBTB results. However, we stress that our methods are completely general and are able to 
handle any arbitrary one-dimensional potential subject to any time-dependent field. We 
demonstrate such capabilities, using aperiodic superlattice potentials, in our treatment of 
interface roughness (see below). In Sec. VI, we also examine a novel multiple-miniband 
phenomenon, which can only be accurately investigated using our numerical approach. 
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When a periodic superlattice is subject to an ac field of the form F(r) = cos(fijr + ^ ), it 
has been shown using SBTB theory,^0 that an initially localized wave packet will in general 
spread, similar to the field-free case. The rate of spreading, ignoring bounded oscillatory 
behavior, is shownto be proportional to Jq{P), where P = [eF^a)/{hO)), and is the 
Bessel function. Thus when the ratio P is equal to a root of , the width of the wave packet 
only oscillates, so the wave packet remains localized for all time. This same necessary 
condition for the occurrence of dynamic localization is arrived at in Ref. 12 using the 
"quasienergy" formalism. 
Our numerical results show the same localization behavior as predicted by SBTB theory. 
When the special conditions for dynamic localization are met, we find that the wave packet 
remains well localized. There is, however, a gradual spreading, where for the parameters 
used here the wave packet becomes twice as wide after about seven periods of the ac field. 
The discrepancy between our exact results and the SBTB prediction is due to the exclusion of 
non-nearest neighbor interactions in the SBTB derivations. In fact, Zhao^l'l^ has shown that, 
with only an ac field, dynamic localization cannot strictly exist when non-nearest neighbor 
interactions are taken into account. 
There has been limited success at measuring the effect of dynamic localization with ac-dc 
fields,20 and there have been methods proposed 12 to allow the measurement of ac dynamic 
localization. Whenever the transition is made from ideal periodic models to actual epitaxial 
superlattices, one must be concerned with the negative influence of interface roughness. 
Using our numerical simulations, we examine how slight aperiodicities caused by IR in 
epitaxial superlattices affect dynamic localization. To include the effects of IR we use the 
specific modifications to the one-dimensional electron potential described in Ref. 29. Thus, 
in the vicinity of what would otherwise be an abrupt interface, we employ a smoothly varying 
term incorporating two parameters, chosen separately for each interface using a random 
number generator, one controlling the width of the interface region (0-03 nm) and the 
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other defining a small variation in its location (0 - 0.075 nm). The important aspect of the 
superlattice potential with IR included is the slight aperiodicity caused by the random 
variations in width of each superlattice well. For example, with the ideal version of the 
superlattice used here (see Table 1), a dc electric field of 2.5 kV/cm produces a single-
miniband WS ladder with uniform spacing of 3.0 meV. Now when one introduces IR into 
the model with the parameter ranges given here, we find that the aperiodicity causes a 
perturbation on the order of 0.25 meV for each WS energy level. 
Our numerical results indicate that IR does not significantly change the localizing effects 
seen when the special conditions for dynamic localization are met [see Fig. 9(a)]. However, 
as seen with Bloch oscillations (see Chapter 4 of this thesis), IR strongly affects the periodic 
oscillations associated with dynamic localization in an ideal superlattice [see Fig. 9(b)]. We 
can conclude that experimental methods seeking to observe dynamical localization, which are 
based on the coherent oscillations of the wave packet, will be strongly affected by IR and 
inhibit sustained measurements. 
B. Results 
Again using the superlattice described in Table 1, we present accurate numerical results 
from solving the TDSE for a superlattice subject to a uniform ac electric field, 
F[t) = cos((ot + 0). Throughout this section (Sec. FV) and the following (Sec. V), we 
choose a convenient initial wave packet consisting of five contiguous Wannier eigenstates of 
the field-free superlattice (see Sec. n.B). Also, so that we can compare our results with 
previous single-band analytic studies, we choose the magnitude of the electric field so that 
interminiband transitions are not appreciable. 
We have calculated /) for various ratios of P, here we show results for P = \ .0, 
2.405, and 4.0, where the frequency of the ac field has been varied keeping fixed at 
2.5 kV/cm. The second value of = 2.405 listed is the first root of J^. Figs. 3-5 display 
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Fig. 3 Probability density plot of \y^{z, f)|" showing spreading with an ac field, 
F{t) = cos{o)t), for jS = I.O. The time is scaled in units of = h/{eF^^a). 
z (nm) 
Probability density plot of showing dynamic localization with an ac field, 




Fig. 5 Probability density plot of \\j/{z,t)\^ showing spreading with an ac field, 
F{t) = cos(dU f), for P = 4.0. The time is scaled in units of = hf{eF^^a). 
the results as grayscale density plots of |i/r(z,r)p with z as the abscissa and t scaled in units of 
= hjieF^^a) serving as the ordinate. We have chosen to scale the time using Xf^, as 
opposed to = Injco, in order to provide an absolute time scale as we vary jS. In Fig. 4, 
where P meets the special condition for dynamic localization, the wave packet oscillates 
with a regular period showing no signs of spreading. For values of both above and below 
the special dynamic localization value (Figs. 3 and 5), the wave packet's motion displays an 
obvious spreading pattern. 
In order to quantify the degree of delocalization exhibited by the wave packet as a 
function of time we define a "spreading" fiinction, given as 
We can then examine how p(r) depends on the ratio . In Fig. 6 we show p(t) for each of 
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Fig. 6 Spreading function p{t), determined from our simulation results \y/{z,t)\' for 
various ratios Neglecting periodic bounded oscillations, p(/) increases 
approximately linearly with time, except for the special value = 2.405, where there 
is no spreading. 
the three values of given above, plus the field-free case, P  =  0 .  From the plot of p(f) we 
see that, for values far from the dynamic localization condition, there is a linear-style 
growth in the width of the wave packet similar to the field-free case. The curve for 
P = 2.405, however, remains bounded with a periodicity in time with period . 
We can compare our results for p[t) with the predictions of SBTB theory. In Ref. 10, the 
authors show that the SBTB expression for the spreading function behaves as 
p(f) oc Jq[P) T+[bounded, oscillatory terms]. (15) 
From the data shown in Fig. 6, we have determined the non-oscillatory, linear dependence of 
p[t) for various ratios j3. The results, which we label as (j[P), are compared with Jo{P) in 
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Fig. 7. There is very good agreement, thus verifying the accuracy of the SBTB predictions. 
Due to the rather short time periods available from the numerical data, it is difficult to 
determine if the small discrepancy is related to approximations in the SBTB model. It is not 
practical to use longer simulation times, because the rapid spreading causes the wave packet 






Fig. 7 Comparison of our numerically calculated values a{P) (asterisks), measuring the 
linear increase in time of p{t), with the predictions of SBTB, \Jq{P)\ (solid line). 
In Fig. 8, we provide results, again for the special value of P = 2.405 needed for dynamic 
localization, but now with the aperiodicity caused by IR included in the superlattice potential. 
We can see how the perturbing effects associated with IR destroy the periodic behavior seen 
in Fig. 4 after only three oscillations of the ac field. However, there does not seem to be any 
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Fig. 8 Probability density plot of showing the effects of interface roughness on 
dynamic localization with an ac field, F[t) = F^cos{cot), for the special value 
P = 2.405. The time is scaled in units of . Although the wave packet 
remains fairly well localized, the coherent oscillations seen in Fig. 4 are lost after 
three periods of the ac field. 
In order to understand better the influence of IR on dynamic localization, we provide in 
Fig. 9 the long time behavior for both the ideal superlattice and the IR-perturbed superlattice 
for j3 = 2.405. We see from Fig. 9(a) that the influence of IR has not caused a large increase 
in the rate of spreading. However, the position expectation value z{t) = (il/{z,t)\z\i[f{zj)), 
shown in Fig. 9(b), is strongly disturbed when IR is incorporated into the superlattice. The 
periodic oscillations seen with the periodic superlattice dephase after only three oscillations 
due to the influence of IR. A similar rapid dephasing is found in previous work done with 
Bloch oscillations.29 Although IR does not appear to affect the rate of spreading, the desired 
















Fig. 9 Long time behavior under dynamic localization conditions (j8 = 2.405) for an ideal 
superlattice (solid curves) and for a superlattice incorporating IR (dashed curves), 
(a) Spreading function p{t). (b) Position expectation value z(r). 
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Also in Fig. 9(a) we notice that, even in the case of the ideal superlattice, there is a 
gradual increase in the width of the wave packet. As mentioned previously, this increase is 
not due to any numerical inaccuracy, but rather is a real effect that occurs when non-nearest-
neighbor interactions are included in the SBTB treatment.^ 
We have also performed a systematic study of the dependence of dynamical localization 
on the phase (j)  of  the ac field.  In the l i terature discussing dynamical localization,this 
topic of phase dependence is given little importance. On the contrary, we find the phase 
dependence to be very important. Because we will be considering this topic in more detail 
when treating ac-dc fields in Sec. V, we only state our results here. The phase of the ac field 
does not affect  the rate of spreading, but only shifts  the bounded oscil lat ions seen in p(f) .  
However, the average velocity of the wave packet's center of mass does vary with the phase, 
except at p = 2.405 where the average velocity is always zero. We have found that the 
semiclassical expression for the time-average group velocity accurately describes this phase 
dependence (see Appendix). The success of the semiclassical treatment is due to two very 
special conditions. First, we have used an initial wave packet that is narrow relative to the 
width of the first Brillouin zone, and second we are using weak field strengths so that 
interminiband transitions are not significant. 
V. Resonant AC-Field Delocalization 
A. Introduction 
In this section we investigate the more general time-dependent electric field, having both 
an ac and dc component: 
F{') = Fj, + F^co${<ot + (l,). (16) 
In particular we are interested in the special case when eFj^a = nhco, (n = 1, 2,...), because 
recent experimental studies^! have measured an increase in the dc conductivity when this 
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special resonance condition is met. Qualitatively the effect can by explained as an increased 
mobility due to resonant coupling between adjacent WS energy levels mediated by photons 
associated with the sinusoidal field. 
Zhao,!' using a nearest-neighbor SBTB model of an electron in a superlattice subject to a 
time-dependent field of the form (16), shows that delocalization will only occur for integer 
values of the ratio eFj^a/[hcD). Using a single-miniband picture of a uniformly-spaced WS 
ladder, we can understand that this delocalization is associated with the resonant coupling of 
consecutive WS levels by the ac field. Thus, whenever 
eFj^a/{hQ}) = n (n = l, 2,...), (17) 
the electron can easily "hop" from one WS level to another resulting in delocalization. With 
this same picmre, one could also imagine a weaker coupling between non-consecutive energy 
levels, thus allowing delocalization when the ratio eFj^af{hco) is equal to a rational number. 
These weak non-nearest-neighbor resonances are discussed in detail by Zhao in Ref. 15. For 
our numerical studies we concentrate on the integer resonances that have been observed 
experimentally. 
For the special condition of integer ratios given in (17), the SBTB result given in Ref. 10 
can be used to show that the spreading induced by the resonance condition behaves similarly 
to the case of a pure ac field. The rate of spreading is now proportional to J„{P), where J„ 
is the Bessel function of order n, and )8 is same ratio given earlier, [eF^^a)/[fico). Thus, for 
the special ratios jS, which are equal to the roots of , the SBTB theory predicts dynamic 
localization with ac-dc fields. Zak'^ has derived similar conditions for the occurrence of 
dynamical localization using the quasienergy formalism. Our numerical results agree very 
well with the SBTB predictions. 
Although the spreading characteristics are well documented in the literature, there does 
not appear to be any concern over the important effect the phase of the ac field has on the 
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center-of-mass motion. We find that the phase dependence is accurately predicted by 
semiclassical calculations of the group velocity. The strong asymmetric motion of the 
electron wave packet, which occurs with 0 = ;r/4, should influence the dc conductivity 
differently than the symmetric motion seen with ^ = 0. 
We also investigate the influence of IR on the ac-induced delocalization. We find that the 
perturbations of the WS ladder caused by IR, although causing some negative effects, do not 
significantly stop the delocalization. This indicates that the energy width associated with the 
resonance coupling between consecutive WS energy levels is larger than the small shifts in 
energy caused by IR. 
B. Results 
In this section, for the same superlattice and initial wave function used in the previous 
section, we examine results obtained from solving the TDSE for various forms of the electric 
field given by Eq. (16). Again, we choose the magnitude of both the ac and dc electric fields 
to be in a range where interminiband transitions are negligible. Throughout this section, we 
choose the strength of the dc component of the electric field to be = 25 kV/cm, and we 
scale the time in units of the Bloch period associated with the dc field, Tg = h/[eFj^a). For 
convenience, we shall define the parameter (X = F^^/Fj^, so that (16) becomes 
F[t) = Fj^[l + a cos(cor)]. 
For comparison to other examples given in this section, let us first remind ourselves of 
the familiar case of a periodic superlattice subject to only a dc electric field. For the 
superlattice and field parameters used here, such a system will exhibits Bloch oscillations.^ 
Fig. 10 shows a density plot of |v^(z,?)|^ for F{t) = F^ = 25 kV/cm {i.e. a = 0). We can 
see that the wave function remains localized exhibiting robust Bloch oscillations over many 
periods. We will now examine how an ac component of the field affects the localized 







Fig. 10 Probability density plot of for a static electric field, F{t) = F^ 
= 25 kV/cm, showing Bloch oscillations. 
First we present a typical case where the resonance condition given in (17) is not met. 
We set a = l and arbitrarily chose the ratio (eFjc^)/(ftfo) = Tj^/TB equal to ^3/7 = 0.6547. 
Fig. 11 shows the resulting wave packet dynamics for this non-resonant case. The ac field 
has strongly modified the Bloch oscillations seen in Fig. 10, but the wave packet appears to 
remain localized. We have examined many other arbitrary non-integer ratios of 
{eFjfi)l{hco) along with different values of a and found similar localized behavior. 
We now consider the resonant case where a = 1 and n = 1. Fig. 12 shows, for the same 
system used in Fig. 10, the effect of adding to the dc electric field an ac component of the 
same magnitude with frequency Q) tuned to the Bloch frequency associated with the dc field. 
Because the energy associated with the ac field, hco, is in resonance with the energy spacing 
of the WS ladder, eFj^a, transitions up and down the ladder become possible and the wave 
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Fig. 11 Probability density plot of showing localization with both an ac and dc field 
present, for an arbitrary non-integer choice of {eFj^a)/[tiCo) = 0.6541. The electric 
field is given by F(f) = Fj^[l + cos(Ii275 ©b^)] • 
High 
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Fig. 12 Probability density plot of |i//'(z,r)|" showing resonant ac-field induced 
delocalization, where the electric field is given by F(r) = Fj^l + cosicOgt)]. 
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packet spreads. For this particular choice of the initial phase in the ac field, ^ = 0, the 
spreading of the wave packet proceeds in a somewhat symmetric fashion. Below we will see 
that other choices of phase for the ac field can produce asymmetric transport either parallel or 
anti-parallel to the direction of the dc electric field. 
In the next example, we examine the influence of IR on the resonance condition seen in 
Fig. 12. We have used the same model and parameters describing IR as given in Sec. FV.A. 
The resulting wave packet dynamics shown in Fig. 13 show very little change from that seen 
in Fig. 12, indicating that the resonance condition is still partially satisfied. We can therefore 
imply that the energy width of the resonance coupling is larger than the small shifts in energy 
caused by IR. As stated earlier, we have determined that IR distinctly perturbs each level of 
the WS ladder within a range of 0.25 meV. Although, the perturbing effects associated with 
IR do not destroy the resonance effect, there is still a negative influence on the efficiency of 
the "hopping" from site to site. 
High 
Fig. 13 Probability density plot of \\i/[z,t)f showing the effects of IR on the delocalization 
seen in Fig. 12, where the electric field is given by F(r) = F^[l + cos(fi)BO]-
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In what follows, we again consider the « = 1 resonance in an ideal periodic superlattice. 
To determine the strength of the "hopping" between WS eigenstates, or equivalently the rate 
of spreading, we will systematically adjust a. Because we have set n = 1, we are actually 
simultaneously adjusting the ratio j8 as we did in Sec. IV, but now we have a fixed ac 
frequency, Q} = Q}b, and we adjust . As discussed above, tight-binding theory predicts the 
degree of delocalization to be proportional to Ji{P) as we vary P. 
Fig. 14 shows |^(z,r)|^ for the special value of =3.8317 corresponding to the first zero 
of /,. The results clearly exhibit the effect of dynamic localization. The effect of dynamic 
localization completely suppresses any spreading of the wave packet that we would expect 
when the resonance condition is met. We have also confirmed that dynamical localization 
occurs for other integer values of n, and for higher order zeros of the Bessel function. Of 










Fig. 14 Probability density plot of \yf{z,t)\^ showing dynamic localization with both an ac 
and dc field present, where the electric field is given by 
^(0 = + 3.8317cos(fOB0] • 
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important and will eventually disrupt dynamic localization. But for the weak electric fields 
used here, we have seen clear evidence that dynamic localization exists for ac-dc electric 
fields. 
The strength of the ac-induced delocalization can be quickly summarized by examining 
the spreading function p(t) defined in Eq. (14) for various values of (see Fig. 15). Here 
we see that the general trend of p(t) is to increase approximately linearly with time, and as 
was done in Sec. IV, we have determined from our numerical data that the linear rate of 
spreading is proportional to Ji{P) to within a few percent error. We can therefore conclude 
that the tight-binding predictions are accurate for the superlattice system examined here. 
P= 0.5 
200 p = 2 
P = 3.832 
E 
c P = 5 
Q. 
100 
1 2 0 3 4 5 6 
Fig. 15 Spreading function p[t), given for various ratios for the n = l ac-dc resonance 
condition. Neglecting periodic bounded oscillations, p{t) increases approximately 
linearly with time, except for the special value = 3.832, where dynamic 
localization suppresses any spreading. 
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Finally, we examine an interesting dependence of the ac-resonant delocalization on the 
phase of the ac component of the electric field. For a choice of phase <{> = itfA, we see in 
Fig. 16, that the wave packet exhibits dramatically different center-of-mass motion than we 
saw earlier in Fig. 12 with <j) = 0. As we will see from Fig. 17, in this case the electron wave 
z (nm) 
Fig. 16 Probability density plot of showing resonant ac-field delocalization, where 
the electric field is given by F(r) = F^[l + cos(6)B^ + ^ /4)]. This choice of phase 
provides the maximum average velocity anti-parallel to the electric field. 
packet exhibits the maximum negative velocity, as it makes transitions among the WS 
eigenstates travelling from right to left. As mentioned in Sec. IV, the time-averaged group 
velocity determined from semiclassical theory (see Appendix) accurately describes the phase 
dependence seen in our simulations. This is summarized in Fig. 17 where we find excellent 
agreement between the group velocity determined from our numerical simulations and the 
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Fig. 17 The average velocity of the center-of-mass motion as a function of the phase of ac 
field, 0, where the electric field is given by F(f) = i^[l + cos(fUBr + 0)]. There is 
excellent agreement between the results of our numerical simulations (asterisks) with 
the semiclassical expression, ocsin[^-sin(^)] (solid line). 
This dependence on the phase of the ac field also depends on our choice of initial wave 
functions. Recall that we have chosen a linear superposition of adjacent Wannier functions 
of the field-free Hamiltonian, each being given equal weights and phases. If each Wannier 
function is given the same phase, -tc <6<k, then the Bloch-space representation of the 
initial wave packet will be fairly sharply centered about k = S/a. To demonstrate this 
dependency on the phase of the initial wave function relative the ac field. Fig. 18 shows 
results for a linear superposition of Wannier eigenstates, where each of the five Wannier 
functions is given an arbitrary phase chosen firom -k to k using a random number generator. 
The resulting dynamics, for this superposition of Wannier functions of different phases, show 




Fig. 18 Probability density plot of showing resonant ac-field delocalization, where 
the electric field is given by F(f) = F^^[l + cos(G)Bf)]. This initial wave function is a 
superposition of five Wannier functions of the field-free superlattice, each given an 
arbitrary phase. 
a superposition of five different spreading patterns, one for each of the randomly chosen 
phases. With an initial wave function consisting of many Wannier functions with random 
phases, the group velocity would tend to average toward zero. 
However, as discussed in Sec. 1I.B., a typical initial wave function optically excited by a 
laser pulse is best represented as a superposition of Wannier functions with equal phases. We 
therefore propose that relative phase between the ac field and the initial wave function could 
be utilized to provide net dc currents. There was no mention of phase dependence in Ref 21 
where they show how an ac field resonant with the uniform spacing of the WS ladder 
increases the dc conductivity. 
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VI. Suppression of Zener Tbimelmg 
As was discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis, with strong dc electric fields the 
relatively simple single-miniband scenario of Bloch oscillations is complicated by the strong 
coupling to higher minibands. This coupling allows for the "vertical" exchange of 
probability, meaning transitions between minibands of differing band index I but the same 
value of k. An important result described by Houston in his 1940 paper^S was that this 
coupling is approximately inversely proportional to the energy difference between the 
minibands. Therefore, we find for superlattices characterized by energy miniband structures 
with wide minibands and thin gaps, that exchange of probability occurs significantly only for 
a short time period when the wave packet, which is typically narrow in Bloch-space, reaches 
those special points where the energy difference is minimum. 
We propose a set of design parameters that utilize adding an auxiliary ac field to an 
existing strong dc field to either suppress or enhance the interminiband transitions. This is 
accomplished by choosing the field parameters so that the total instantaneous electric field 
strength, the sum of the ac and dc components, has a value of either zero or twice the 
magnitude of the dc component at the critical times where interminiband coupling is 
strongest. A brief examination of the Houston equations given in Sec. II.C of this paper 
reveals that a time-dependent field of the form. 
will enhance and suppress the miniband transitions for A = ±1. If we assume the initial wave 
packet starts in the lowest miniband, / = 0, centered about k = 0, then the first transition will 
be suppressed at time t = for A = 1. However, if some probability does make it to the 
I = 1 miniband, the transition to the 1 = 2 miniband at time T = will be enhanced. This 
pattern continues to higher minibands, resulting in suppressed couplings at 
t = m:^l2, (n= I, 3, 5,...) and enhanced couplings for (n = 2, 4, 6,...). The 
(18) 
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suppressed coupling at f = TB/2 is shown in Fig. 19, where we have plotted total coupling 
strength, F(f)X,(,(?), between the lowest two minibands. For the case of A = 1 it is clear that 
the electric field has suppressed the total coupling strength at r = TB/2 as opposed to when 
A = 0. 
Using the superlattice parameters given in Table 2, the form of the electric field given in 
(18), and a dc field magnitude of = 3.9 kV/cm, we have solved the TDSE for 
A = -l, 0, I. By projecting \if[z,t)onto the Bloch eigenstates of the lowest six minibands, 
we can determine the total miniband occupancy as a function of time, /^(f) = |  '^ G{k, t) dk. 
Fig. 20 presents the miniband occupancy for the lowest two minibands (/ = 0, l) for each 
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Fig. 19 Time-dependent coupling strength between the lowest two minibands (/ = 0, l) for 
two different electric fields of the form F(r) = Fflc[l +Acos(2;rr/TB)]. The 
normally strong coupling at ? = TB/2 exhibited when A = 0 (dashed curve) is 
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Fig. 20 Miniband occupancy is shown for the lowest two minibands (/ = 0, l) for three 
different electric fields of the form F{t) = + Acos{2ntlx^^. 
when A = -1, to 55% when A = 0, to 35% when A = 1. Notice, however, that because the 
coupling is not strictly zero outside the critical transition points, the suppression and 
enhancement effects are not complete. 
By directly examining we can determine how the modified interminiband 
transitions affect the wave packet's dynamics is configuration space. We see in Fig. 21, for 
the case A = -l, that the wave packet, in a sense, undergoes a period doubling of its 
oscillations due to the enhanced first interminiband transitions. After first oscillating to the 
left as part of its motion within the first miniband, it then continues to move farther to the left 
as it makes a strong transition to the second miniband. However, as the wave packet tries to 
continue accelerating left, the net electric field has dropped to zero thus preventing the wave 
packet from making a transition to the higher 1 = 2 miniband. Now, as the wave packet 
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z (nm) 
Fig. 21 Probability density plot of for the electric field given by 
F(f) = F^^[l-cos(2;rf/TB)], where F^=3.9 kV/cm. Notice initial motion to the 
left corresponding to an enhanced transition from the / = 0 to the / = 1 miniband. 
However, relatively little probability continues accelerating to higher minibands due 
to the suppressed coupling between the / = 1 and the 1 = 2 minibands. 
oscillates back to the right, the electric field rises once again allowing a strong transition to 
the lowest miniband where it begins is periodic journey again. Of course this simple scenario 
is adulterated by the small transitions to higher bands, but the majority of the wave packet 
follows this pattern. 
This particular case described here has only produced limited success in the suppression 
of transitions to higher minibands, but perhaps for more sophisticated time-dependent fields 
the method could be used to provide convenient control over real-space transport. Future 
quantum device designs could perhaps utilize effects similar to those described here for 
controlling the I-V characteristics of a biased superlattice. 
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Vn. Conclusion 
The results of this study demonstrate the accuracy and versatility of our numerical 
approach to quantum transport phenomena in superlattices subject to time-dependent electric 
fields. In our investigations of known phenomena, such as dynamic localization and Zener 
resonances, we provide quantitative measurements of the inherent error present in 
approximate single and two-band tight-binding investigations. We also investigate novel 
transport effects involving strong interminiband coupling, which are only approachable 
through numerical simulation. By solving the single-particle TDSE using high-accuracy 
numerical methods, we are able to examine the electron wave-packet dynamics in any one-
dimensional potential subject to any time-dependent electric field. 
By numerically solving the Houston equations, we examine Zener resonance behavior 
among the lowest four minibands for a wide range of dc electric field strengths. When 
determining the "period" of a Zener resonance, we find a large discrepancy between our 
numerical results and low-order estimates based on two-band tight-binding approximations. 
We also observe weak resonances between non-consecutive minibands. Although the time 
periods are rather long, typically occurring over many Bloch periods, the spatial oscillation 
associate with a Zener resonance should emit dipole radiation similar to a Bloch oscillator. 
We investigate dynamic localization with ac electric fields by numerically solving the 
TDSE for low field values, where interminiband transitions are negligible. We find that 
dynamic localization occurs over many periods of the ac field, showing some spreading 
related to non-nearest-neighbor interactions, We also investigate, using numerical 
simulations, the influence of aperiodicities associated with interface roughness (IR) on 
dynamic localization. We find that, with IR incorporated into the superlattice potential, the 
wave packet remains fairly well localized. However, the coherent oscillations associated 
with dynamic localization dephase typically after three periods of the ac field due to the 
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effects of IR. An accurate measurement of the influence of IR on dynamic localization is 
important to any attempts at experimentally detecting the phenomena. 
With our investigation of single-miniband dynamical phenomena in ac-dc electric fields, 
we have verified the accuracy of theoretical tight-binding predictionsl^l3 of the wave 
packet's delocalizing behavior. Our results clearly show that a resonant ac field couples 
neighboring WS eigenstates causing a rapid spreading of the initially localized wave packet. 
We also find that the phase of the ac field is important in determining how the delocalization 
manifests itself. Depending on the phase of the ac field relative to the initial position of the 
wave function within the Brillouin zone, the wave packet's center-of-mass motion exhibits 
positive, negative, and zero velocity. 
Lastly, we demonstrate a novel transport phenomenon where an auxiliary ac electric field 
is used to suppress or enhance interminiband transitions in a thin barrier superlattice subject 
to a strong dc electric field. We have found that such a method may be used to provide 
partial control over real-space transport by limiting the exchange of probability to the lowest 
two minibands. 
Appendix: Semiclassical Time-Average Group Velocity 
Let us consider an electron (charge - e) in a periodic superlattice of period a, subject to 
an arbitrary electric field F[t). The time dependence of the Bloch wave vector k, is found 
from the semi-classical equation of motion,28 ftdkldt = -eF[t) to be 
This is the same expression found from our quantum-mechanical treatment using the 
Houston equations (Sec. II.C). For weak fields, where the single-band approximation may be 
used (as is the case in Sees. IV and V), the wave packet is displaced through Bloch space 
with a time dependence given by (A.l), retaining is initial shape for all time. We use an 
(A.1) 
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initial wave function, whose representation in Bloch-space has a width, A/t, that is small 
compared with the width of the Brillouin zone (this is generally the case with optically 
excited electrons, see Sec. n.B). Thus, in our semi-classical approach, for a wave packet that 
is narrow with respect to the Brillouin zone, one may estimate the group velocity of the wave 
function in configuration space based upon the expression for the mean velocity for one 
particular value of k. 
where E[k) is the energy dispersion relation of the field-free miniband. Let us assume that 
£(fc) takes the standard form used in nearest-neighbor tight-binding models, 
with W being the width of the energy miniband and the energy difference of the 
miniband's midpoint relative to the bottom of the superlattice potential V(z). Combining the 
above three expressions, we arrive at an expression for the electron's semi-classical group 
velocity: 
where is the center wave vector of the initial wave packet at f = 0. 
We now consider a specific electric field of the form F(f) = + cos{cot 4- 0). In this 




E{k) = E„-{W/2)cos{ka), (A.3) 
(A.4) 
V g sin ^0^ — t - sin(6) f + 0) + sin(0) dt, (A.5) 
n ha ^ h(o 
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where the time average is done over the period of the ac component of the field, = 2KJA. 
For the special  case of (eFj^a)/(fi®) = n,  where /z is  a  posit ive integer ( / i  = 0,1,  2, . . . ) ,  we 
can evaluate the integral given in (A.5) obtaining a general expression of the time-averaged 
group velocity, 
where )3 = {eF^^a)l{ha)) and /„ is the Bessel function of order n. 
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Abstract 
We show that the essential features of the decay of Bloch oscillations observed in 
epitaxially grown superlattices subject to a dc field can be reproduced using a one-
dimensional model of interface roughness (IR). As a result of IR, the electron dynamics can 
be characterized in terms of many discrete, incommensurate frequencies near the Bloch 
frequency. The interference effects associated with these frequencies cause a substantial 
decrease in amplitude of the signal after several Bloch periods. 
Faper 
The successful experimental observationsin recent years of Bloch oscillations (BO's) 
in semiconductor superlattices subject to dc electric fields has convincingly laid to rest a 
long-standing controversy^ over their existence. With the focus on potential practical 
applications, such as a novel source of THz electromagnetic radiation as had originally been 
proposed by Esaki and Tsu,^ considerable effort is underway to understand, and perhaps 
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ultimately overcome, the mechanisms responsible for the rapid decay of the measured BO 
signal. Although there are many scattering mechanisms affecting carrier transport in 
superlattices, it is believed that the dominant one at low temperatures (< I OK) and low 
carrier concentrations (- lO'^cm"') is interface roughness (IR)7 The layers of epitaxially 
grown superlattices, while often of very high quality, do not^ match the idealized 
conventional model where all layers of each species are identical and have strictly planar and 
atomically abrupt interfaces. The deviations from the conventional model destroy the 
translational symmetry of the conduction-band minimum ("electron potential") along the 
superlattice growth (z) axis, which is required for the occurrence of BO. 
To investigate the origin of the rapid decay of BO we simulate the effects of IR on the 
electron dynamics by using a one-dimensional electron potential ,  V{z)  • We picture V(z) as 
originating from an average over the lateral coordinates of the three-dimensional 
electron potential as impacted,^ for example, by steps, islands, and possible material 
diffusion in the vicinity of each layer interface. The question that we explore here is: To 
what extent are the departures in V{z) from strict translational symmetry effective in causing 
the decay of BO? We focus on experimental results by Dekorsy c? a/.,^ who used a 
transmittive electro-optic sampling (TEOS) method to produce the longest and best-resolved 
BO signals to date in GaAs/AljGa,_^As superlattices. They have stressed that their data are 
proportional to the electron position expectation value z(f). We present simulational results 
for z{t) which reproduce BO with decay patterns very similar to those reported in Ref. 2. 
We also point out that the experimental method^-^ used for inducing BO, where in all wells 
of the superlattice electrons were initially excited to conduction minibands, precluded the 
possibility of observing partial rebuilding of the signal. 
We use high-accuracy numerical methods^ to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger 
equation for independent electrons in a superlattice and electric-field strengths F, with the 
same characteristics as those used in the experimental study of Ref. 2. Electrons in 
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superlattices are conventionally modeled using a one-dimensional periodic square-wave 
potential in the effective-mass approximation. The width of a GaAs layer is here denoted by 
w and the value of the electron potential in that layer is chosen to be zero. The width of a 
pure Al^Ga,_^As layer is denoted by b and the corresponding electron potential, , being 
directly proportional to the A1 concentration, is constant throughout the layer, and a[=b + w) 
denotes the period of the superlattice. To model the effects of IR in the vicinity of what 
would otherwise be an abrupt interface, we employ a smoothly varying term incorporating 
two parameters chosen using a random number generator, one controlling the width of the 
interface region and the other defining its location. 
To date, all experiments detecting BO have involved superlattice parameters and electric-
field strengths such that the electron dynamics is effectively restricted to a single miniband. 
This is because^ the band gap separating the lowest miniband from the next higher miniband 
was much greater than eFa. Hence to a good approximation the electron dynamics due to F 
can be described in terms of a discrete spectrum of electron energies. However, because of 
IR these energies are no longer uniformly spaced (spacing eFa) as they are for the idealized 
version of the superlattice. [We refer to this spectrum as a perturbed Wannier-Stark ladder 
(WSL).] As a result, z(?) is no longer characterized by a single dominant frequency, but 
rather by a large set of inconamensurate frequencies centered about the Bloch frequency, 
Vg = 1/TB = eFafh, and h is Planck's constant. The interference effects associated with these 
many different frequencies causes a rapid dephasing of the BO signal, typically after about 5 
Bloch periods. 
We consider a superlattice consisting of N wells and N -1 barriers, where yV is an odd 
integer. The plane z = 0 is chosen to be situated midway within the sample. As one proceeds 
in the growth (+z) direction from a GaAs layer to an Al^Ga,_^As layer, the quantity 
z* = na + ^ w + e*, where -{N-i)/2<n<{N-i)/2, will be the coordinate of a plane for 
which y(z^) = Vo/2. This will be called a GaAs-Al_jGa,_^As interface. Proceeding in a 
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similar manner from an Al^Ga,_^As layer to a GaAs layer, termed a Al,Ga,_,As-GaAs 
small deviations from the nominal position of each interface that may occur during growth. 
Each is separately selected by a random number generator based on a uniform probability 
distribution in the range -0.075 to +0.075 nm. The electron potential is then taken to be 
where = ^ (l±tanhM), and where the lower sign is to be used in the vicinity of a 
Al^Ga,_^As-GaAs interface and the upper sign for a GaAs-Al^Ga,_^As interface. The 
lengths provide a measure of the width of an interface region. Experimental studies^ 
suggest that the GaAs-Al,Ga,_^As interface is typically more abrupt than the 
Al^Ga,_jjAs-GaAs interface. Hence, a^(a~) is selected using a random number generator 
based on a uniform probability distribution extending from 0 to 0.1 (0.1 to 0.4) nm. We 
emphasize that the qualitative features of the following paragraphs are largely insensitive to 
the specific choice of cp^ and to the values of the parameters af and Note that the 
idealized superlattice potential is restored by choosing each of the cc^ and equal to zero. 
Fig. 1 plots a segment of a typical superlattice with both ideal abrupt interfaces and the 
continuous interfaces of our one-dimensional IR model just described. The Hamiltonian we 
adopt is of the standard form for superlattices, namely. 
The variation with z  of the effective mass, ni[z) , is chosen proportional to the A1 
concentration and thus proportional to y(z). 
To compare our simulation results with experiment, we choose the structural parameters 
of our sample to agree with those used in Ref. 2. Thus, we choose 35 wells with an average 
interface, we have V^(z~) = Vq/2  for z~ = na-^w + e~.  The parameters e* account for any 
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Fig. 1 A segment of the energy potential, y(z), formed by the conduction band edge for an 
ideal superlattice (dashed curve) and the same superlattice incorporating the IR 
model described in the text (solid curve). 
well width w = 9.7 nm, and 34 barriers with average width b  = 1.7 nm and A1 concentration 
X = 03. We also incorporate a 300-nm buffer layer of AIq joGao As at each end of the 
sample. For the idealized version of this superlattice, the energy gap, AEg^p, separating the 
lowest miniband from the first excited miniband is 58 meV. Thus for all the field strengths 
cited we have <y, so that interminiband transitions are insignificant,^ and thereby 
the dynamics is effectively limited to the lowest miniband. ^  ^ However, no approximations 
are made in our simulations; the full independent-particle Hamiltonian,^ which implicitly 
includes all minibands, is used to solve for \lf{z,t). 
In pump-probe-type experiments investigating BO, valence electrons are typically 
optically excited to the lowest conduction miniband of the superlattice using an ultra-fast 
laser pulse. Because the samples are optically thin (sample thickness is small compared to 
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the optical penetration depth), all unit cells can be expected to initially have approximately 
equal probability of occupancy. We believe that a good choice for the initial wave packet is 
provided by a linear superposition of 35 Wannier functions of the lowest miniband of the 
field-free idealized superlattice, where the weights of these functions are chosen to be equal. 
A phase factor^^ of the form is chosen to multiply the Wannier function centered 
on unit cell n, where /„ denotes the frequency associated with the peak of the exciting pulse, 
and c is the velocity of light. 
Given the form of the initial wave function, yf{z ,0) ,  the one-dimensional time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation, itid\if/dt = H\{r, is solved using a Cayley Integration routine^ and 
numerical accuracy is conveniently monitored using a method^ based on Ehrenfest's theorem. 
The wave function y/{z,t), is obtained for uniformly spaced times (A: =1,2,...) 
where we choose At of order Tb/3000. This small time step ensures results of good 
accuracy since the Cayley routine provides data which deviate from the exact solution of the 
time-dependent Schrodinger equation by terms which are 0[(Ar)^]. 
In order to make direct comparison between the results of our numerical simulations and 
experiments we use our calculated wave function to compute several useful 
constructs. These are the usual position expectation value, z(r), as well as the frequency 
transforms. 
Although only z(r) is directly observable, the other constructs serve as useful diagnostic 
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and 
Rer(v) = ;rj;|c„|'5(v-v„), (6) 
n 
where c„ = (i/„| \ l f {z ,0)) ,  =  {u„\z \u„) ,  v^={E„-E„)/h ,  and £-^0  +.  These formulas 
suggest that computed values of Eq. (3) are expected to exhibit sharp peaks corresponding to 
the perturbed WSL energies, and that Eq. (2) should exhibit sharp peaks at those frequencies 
which are the differences of the perturbed WSL frequencies = £„//i. 
For experiments or numerical simulations data, there exist data only between the initial 
time ? = 0 and a final time , set by the length of the experiment or simulation. When 
calculating Z(v) and r(v) using Eqs. (3) and (4), the upper limits should be set equal to . 
Thus the computed peaks of Z(v) and r(v) will be somewhat broadened and show small 
oscillations due to the cutoff at . 
The composite figure. Fig. 2(a), shows results for z(f) versus t ,  for F = 5 ,1 ,10,12.5, 
and 15 kV/cm limited to an interval of width 7 ps so as to equal the time interval considered 
in Ref 2. The dashed line adjacent to each curve corresponds to the midpoint of the sample 
(z = O). We see that the BO signal dephases after about 4 ps at the smaller fields and 
somewhat faster with increasing F. The dephasing times for z(f) vary by less the 10% when 
altering only the RNG seed used in generating and . The major features and dephasing 
times of our data are very similar to the experimental curves shown in Fig. 3 of Ref 2. 
The power spectra, \z{v)f, shown in Fig. 3, are obtained numerically using our results for 
z{t) for the 7-ps interval [see Fig. 2(a)]. Our calculated power spectra, as well as those given 
in Fig. 4 of Ref. 2, exhibit a single wide peak centered near the corresponding Bloch 
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Fig. 2 (a) Calculated position expectation value z { t )  showing BO with amplitude decay for 
different electric-field strengths. For each field strength the dashed line corresponds 
to the midpoint of the superlattice. The same distance scale is used in each panel, 
(b) Position expectation value z(t) showing amplitude recovery for initial wave 
functions occupying 3 and 5 adjacent unit cells (F = ISkV/cm). 
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Fig. 3 Frequency power spectrum, |Z(v)p, where Z(v) is defined by Eq. (2) and using data 
for z(t) which is defined as zero except in the 7-ps interval shown in Fig. 2(a). The 
five vertical arrows indicate the Bloch frequencies for the corresponding values of F. 
structure associated with multiple peaks that are beginning to emerge. The appearance of 
structure is more noticeable for the larger values of F since for the same time interval we are 
sampling more cycles of BO. This is because the period of the BO signal is inversely 
proportional to F. These same features were found in Ref. 2. 
By using a one-dimensional (ID) model of IR we are implicitly ignoring intralayer, or 
"in-plane" scattering. To include this feature would require an intensive computational effort 
for solving the 3D time-dependent Schrodinger equation. However, we expect the signature 
of in-plane scattering, as well as other scattering mechanisms (e.g.. Coulomb, acoustic 
phonons), to be an exponential decay of the BO signal. Such decay would give rise to a 
Lorentzian line shape in the power spectra. Therefore we are inclined to think that the 
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additional structure in the line shape of the observed BO power spectra can be attributed to 
Wannier-Stark levels, perturbed by IR.^^ 
We can increase the resolution of the power spectra by letting our simulations of strictly 
independent electrons run for a very long time. For the lowest field strength, 5.0 kV/cm, 
Fig. 4 shows how multiple peaks emerge in the power spectra as the width, , of the time 
domain is extended. Curves a-d are the corresponding power spectra for z(?) calculated for 
time intervals of widths 7, 20, 40, and 750 ps respectively. These results indicate that the 
wide asymmetric peaks in Fig. 3 are the poorly resolved representation of numerous 
incommensurate discrete frequencies situated close to the respective Bloch frequency. The 
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Fig. 4 Emerging multiple peaks in the frequency power spectrum for F = 5.0 kV/cm. 
Curves a-d show the power spectra calculated fi-om z(r) data that is non-zero only 
in the time intervals of width 7, 20, 40, and 750 ps, respectively. The dashed line at 
1.38 THz indicates the Bloch frequency corresponding to this choice of F. 
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pattern of the terms associated with these closely spaced frequencies. As expected, the 
dephasing times seen in Fig. 2 are inversely proportional to the width of the frequency 
distribution given in Fig. 4(d), which is set by the ranges of the parameters af and . 
We find that r (v) exhibits sharp peaks corresponding to perturbed discrete WSL levels; 
however, the differences between successive levels are not equal to eFa as occurs for an ideal 
periodic superlattice (see Fig. 5). Rather, the energy differences are scattered about this value 
with about a 10% range of variation. We have confirmed that the difference between each 
successive level found in our data for r(v) corresponds to a particular frequency appearing 
in Fig. 4(d). Extremely weak higher harmonics corresponding to coupling between non-








Fig. 5 A plot of r(£) versus Ef{eFa) ,  where F = 5.0  kV/cm, for both a ideal periodic 
superlattice and a superlattice including the effects of IR. The inset shows that the 
scaled energy values for the perturbed superlattice do not fall on integer values as 
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There are two frequencies in Fig. 4(d) which are clearly outside the centrally located 
group, a large spike at 1.92 THz and a very small spike (not visible on the scale of this plot) 
at 2.13 THz. These are associated with the Wannier-Stark state for the last GaAs well at each 
end of the superlattice whose energies have been more strongly shifted by the large buffer 
layers terminating the sample. The contributions of these last well states to the dephasing of 
the BO signal is minimal for a superlattice of 35 layers since there are many other frequencies 
of comparable weights controlling the dynamics. However, for a superlattice consisting of 
less than 10 unit cells these states would strongly affect the electron dynamics. 
The results for z { t )  shown in Fig. 2(b) are for the cases where only 3 and 5 successive 
cells are initially occupied, and these indicate that the signal, in the absence of any other 
scattering mechanisms, rebuilds to nearly full amplitude within 7 ps. The magnitude of 
amplitude recovery in z(f), due to partial constructive interference, increases the fewer cells 
initially occupied. Thus for the BO signals shown in Fig. 2(a), where all 35 superlattice cells 
are initially occupied, there is very little recovery of the signal after the initial decay during 
the 7-ps interval shown. (Perhaps some signs of feeble recovery are visible for the scans of 
10 and 12.5 kV/cm; however, in a laboratory sample the presence of other decay mechanisms 
would tend to suppress the recovery entirely.) It has yet to be demonstrated that one can 
optically excite conduction electrons in only a few successivesuperlattice cells. However, 
if this were feasible, the BO signals would be of great interest, for they could provide 
valuable information for any given sample concerning the relative importance of dephasing, 
already provided by our ID model of IR, as opposed to in-plane and other scattering 
mechanisms, all of which are expected to be associated with exponential decay. 
For the future practical use of semiconductor superlattice devices, it is clear that interface 
quality is an important concern. As shown here, using a simple one-dimensional 
representation of IR, our numerical simulations yield quantitative results exhibiting the 
dephasing of BO in a manner strikingly similar to the experimental results.^ Furthermore, we 
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have shown [see Fig. 2(b)] that if the initial excitation of electrons could be limited to just a 
few successive unit cells, the dephasing during the first 3 ps is followed by significant 
amplitude recovery, at least if in-plane or other scattering mechanisms are ignorable during 
that time interval. 
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Abstract 
We show, by accurate numerical simulations, that large-amplitude quasi-periodic Bloch 
oscillations with enhanced lifetimes can be achieved using a spatially selective 
photoexcitation process in semiconductor superlattices. By modifying the composition of a 
single interior GaAs layer of a GaAs/Al_jGa,.^As superlattice with a low level (< 1 %) of In 
atoms, it becomes possible to photoexcite electrons to a small number of In-perturbed 
Wannier-Stark localized states and thereby avoid the dephasing effects due to interface 
roughness. 
Letter 
In this Letter we present a method for achieving spatially selective photoexcitation of 
electrons within epitaxial semiconductor superlattices (SL) subject to dc electric fields. We 
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then demonstrate that this process can be used to achieve Bloch oscillations (BO) of 
significantly longer lifetimes than have been observed to date,' thus enhancing the prospects 
that BO will provide a viable source of terahertz (THz) electromagnetic radiation. Thus far, 
observed BO signals in GaAs/AlGaAs systems have degraded significantly after at most ten 
or fewer periods of oscillation.' It is believed^ that interface roughness (IR) is the dominant 
scattering mechanism affecting electron transport in SLs at low temperatures (< 10 K) and 
low carrier concentrations (< lO'^ cm"^). IR is an unavoidable feature of epitaxially grown 
SLs, in which the epilayers differ somewhat from the idealized picture of strictly planar 
layers. In fact, Reynolds and Luban^ have recently shown that all the essential features of the 
observed decay of BO for low carrier densities can be reproduced by a simple model of IR 
with reasonable choices of parameters. The crux of the problem with conventional 
photoexcitation methods in producing BO is that conduction electrons are simultaneously 
generated in a nearly uniform manner throughout the entire SL. As we show below, 
however, by photoexciting electrons within a restricted portion of an epitaxial SL, it becomes 
possible to produce substantially longer-lived BO despite the inevitable presence of IR. 
Hopefully this Letter will stimulate experimental interest in testing our scenario. In what 
follows, we focus on the position expectation value z(t) = (}{f(z,t)\z\yf(^z,t)) because the 
transmittive electro-optic sampling (TEOS) method^ and THz radiation experiments ^  
measure BO signals that are proportional to this quantity. 
For superlattice parameters and electric-field strengths commonly used, the effect of a 
uniform dc electric field, F, on an ideal periodic SL is to essentially^ split both the 
conduction and valence minibands into discrete uniformly-spaced energy levels 
E'^= El + neFa and = Eq +aeFa, where a is the spatial period of the SL, e is the 
magnirnde of the electron charge, and n and a are any integers. The resulting energy 
spectra are known as uniform Wannier-Stark (WS) ladders. Each of the electron WS states 
are localized over several unit cells of the SL. In experiments on BO, electrons are 
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photoexcited from heavy-hole WS states to electron WS states using an ultra-fast (~ 100 fs) 
laser pulse centered at the direct (n = a) hole-electron transition energy. In an idealized SL, 
the uniform spacing, eFa, of the WS energy levels gives rise to strictly time-periodic BO 
with frequency Vg =eFa//i. In fact, for an idealized SL one finds'^ that z(f) consists of a 
single Fourier component with frequency . 
For an epitaxially grown SL, the effect of IR is to slightly shift, in a non-uniform 
manner,3 each of the WS energy levels from its nominal value for the idealized SL. The net 
result is a WS ladder of almost uniformly-spaced, yet incommensurate, energy levels. 
Reynolds and Luban^ found that there is typically a spread of width < 0.1 eFa/fi in the values 
of the angular frequencies, O), = - £,)/S, associated with successive electron WS levels. 
Because the samples are optically thin (sample thickness is small compared to the optical 
penetration depth), the exciting laser pulse essentially penetrates the entire sample, thereby 
creating an initial electron wave-packet composed of approximately equal contributions from 
each localized electron WS state. They^ also found that the net effect of IR is to yield z{t) as 
a sum of many Fourier terms of comparable magnitude,^ of the form cos[co,t-cc,), where 
a, is a phase angle. By adopting parameters of experimental relevance,^ the net effect of IR 
is that z(r) dephases during a time interval of order 10 ps, in agreement with experiment. 
The principal idea of our present proposal is that the dephasing effects of IR can be 
largely eliminated by reducing the number of incommensurate frequencies contributing to 
z(f), in particular by photoexciting electrons to a small number of spatially localized WS 
eigenstates. This can be achieved using a deliberately reduced band gap in one or a few 
GaAs layers in a GaAs/Al^Ga,.^As system, for example, by adding a low-level (< 1%) of In 
atoms. As we will show, the smaller band gap of the local InGaAs alloy causes a major shift 
of the electron and hole WS levels associated with that unit cell as well as the electron WS 
levels in the immediate vicinity of the modified cell. One can exploit these energy shifts by 
using a laser pulse with an appropriately reduced excitation frequency and sufficiently narrow 
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frequency width so as to excite electrons primarily in the near vicinity of the modified cell. 
We find that upon adding 0.75% In to GaAs, the resulting wave-packet involves only 2 or 3 
dominant electron WS states, and thus IR does not appreciably contribute to the dephasing of 
z{t). Of course, other scattering mechanisms will ultimately contribute to the decay of the 
BO signal, but presumably only over a time interval significantly longer than that associated 
with IR. 
We find that z{ t )  exhibits quasi-periodic oscillations, because the WS levels are 
incommensurate primarily as a result of the In modification and only secondarily because of 
the perturbing effects of IR. With our proposed method, besides avoiding dephasing of z(r), 
one retains the benefits of a SL, namely large-amplitude oscillations, which are essential for 
significant THz emission. This is because the occupied electron WS states typically extend 
over 3-6 SL unit cells. We therefore anticipate that the intensity of the THz emission in an 
extended superlattice structure will be significantly larger than that achievable with a double-
barrier heterostructure. Finally, as discussed below, we find that the reduced broadening in 
frequency space leads to a source of THz radiation with lower noise levels. 
To demonstrate and test this method we chose a GaAs/Al_^Ga,.^As SL, with parameters 
matching those used in the experiments of Refs. 5 and 11. Thus the sample in our 
simulations consists of 35 wells of nominal width w = 9.7 nm, and 34 barriers of nominal 
width b = lJ nm, with A1 concentration x = 03. To include the effects of IR we use the 
specific one-dimensional electron potential of Ref. 3. Thus, in the vicinity of what would 
otherwise be an abrupt interface, we employ a smoothly varying term incorporating two 
parameters, chosen separately for each interface using a random number generator, one 
controlling the width of the interface region and the other defining its location. Additionally, 
we suppose that the central GaAs layer includes In atoms'^ with concentration jc' = 0.0075. 
Once we construct a realistic form of the initial wave function, generated by the 
photoexcitation process, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, ihdyr fdt^  Hy/ ,  is 
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solved using a high accuracy Cayley integration routine.^ The effective-mass Hamiltonian 
operator H is taken as the sum of the electron potential V[z), which includes the effects of IR 
and the addition of In atoms, and the standard expression for the kinetic energy operator 
-[h'j2)9l9zl\l where the variation with z of the effective mass m*(z), is 
chosen proportional to V(z). Armed with numerical values of \ \ r{z , t ) ,  we then construct 
z[ t ) .  
We have expended considerable effort to establish a realistic choice of v^(z,0), and we 
briefly sunmiarize here the salient ideas. For an exciting laser pulse, with electric field of the 
form F[t) = (Fge""""' + c.c)e\p{-Qi^t^/2), the probability, , for a photo-induced transition 
from a (In-perturbed) hole WS state, , to a (In-perturbed) electron WS state, 0^(z), is 
proportional to^ 
Here is the energy difference between the corresponding electron and hole WS levels. In 
order to determine the all-important overlap integral in (1), we have accurately calculated the 
In-perturbed WS eigenstates for both the electrons and holes (the small perturbations caused 
by IR are not included in the eigenfunction calculations). The WS energy eigenvalues are 
found by separately solving for both holes and electrons the eigenvalue equation for a SL 
considered in the nearest-neighbor tight-binding model with a single modified well in the 
presence of the electric field. Indeed, the superlattice considered in our simulations is well 
described by this model. Writing an energy eigenvalue E as Ef{eFa) = W, it satisfies the 
equation^ 
s in{KW) = -K^Jy^{P)j_^{P)  (2)  
where denotes the Bessel function of the first kind, the dimensionless parameter P is the 
nearest-neighbor hopping matrix element, j3 = 2(0|//|l)/(eFa), is the Hamiltonian of the 
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unmodified system (i.e., no In atoms and no IR), and |0), |l) are Wannier functions 
calculated for the unmodified SL for any pair of adjacent unit cells. In writing (2) we 
adopted the convention that (0|//o|0) = 0. Finally, for electrons (holes) the dimensionless 
parameter ^ is given by ^ = (0|AV(z)|0)/(eFa), where AV'(z) denotes the change in the 
electron (heavy-hole) potential due to the addition of In. Note that AV(z) is nonzero only 
within the In-modified unit cell. If | = 0 (no In), (2) is satisfied hy W = n, where n denotes 
any integer, coinciding with the usual WS energy eigenvalues. For nonzero values of , a 
numerically convenient alternate version of (2) is given by 
This equation follows directly from the Mittag-Leffler (partial fraction) representation of the 
rapid decrease of with increasing |/i|, it is fairly straightforward using standard numerical 
methods to find highly accurate values of W satisfying (3). To avoid crippling numerical 
instabilities, for each of the computed eigenvalues, it is necessary to invoice a backward 
iteration method'0 so as to determine the form of the corresponding In-modified WS 
eigenstate. 
We first discuss the case where the external field is chosen equal to 2.5 kV/cm. For the 
superlattice we are simulating, in the absence of In, photoexcitation of an electron from a 
heavy-hole WS state to the electron WS state associated with the same quantum number 
[n = a) has been observed • ^ to occur for a laser pulse with a nominal wavelength of 802 nm 
(1.546 eV). The only hole WS state significantly impacted by the addition of In is 0|'(z). 
The energy of this state is shifted upward by 3.69 meV relative to the corresponding state in 
the In-free system. Only three In-perturbed electron states those with quanmm 
numbers n = -2,- 3,-4, significantly overlap this hole WS state, and their energies are lower 
1+2Y" 3" =0 .  (3) 
meromorphic function In practice, because of the extremely 
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than that of the In-free version of the state ^>o(z) by 7.12, 10.08, and 11.86 meV, respectively 
(See Fig. 1). In order to reduce the photoexcitation probabilities elsewhere in the SL, that is, 
involving other hole and electron states, we suppose that the nominal wavelength of the laser 
has been increased firom 802 nm to 810.9 nm (energy reduction of 17 meV to 1.529 eV) and 
that it has a spectral width (FWHM) of 8.33 meV. We denote by the probability for 
excitation to a given electron state from all possible WS hole states This 
quantity is assumed proportional to , where the individual values of are evaluated 
using (1), and we require that ^^P„ = 1. For the above choice of laser parameters, we find 
(-2) 
(-3) co U- . 
0 -4 
O (-5) UJ 
CD O) o 
C\J 
20 -20 0 
z (nm) 
Fig. 1 Probability distributions (solid curves) and energy levels (dashed lines) for electron 
(left ordinate) and hole (right ordinate) Wannier-Stark (WS) eigenstates for the In-
perturbed superlattice described in the text and F = 25 kV/cm. For a laser pulse 
tuned to a frequency 17 meV below the nominal GaAs/AlojGagjAs hole-electron 
transition energy (1.546 eV), and of spectral width (FWHM) of 8.33 meV, there are 
two dominant transitions coupling the WS hole eigenstate to the <J>l3(z) and 
<^14(2) WS electron eigenstates (indicated in bold). 
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that both P 3 and P_^ are slightly larger than 0.2, and these values are nearly entirely due to 
photoexcitation from the hole state ^i{z). A detailed quantitative analysis shows that for all 
other WS electron states the probabilities are only of order 0.02. 
The form of the initial electron wave function, y/{z,0), as a result of photoexcitation by 
the laser pulse, is chosen as a linear combination of all 35 states 0^(z), and the 
corresponding expansion coefficients are chosen equal to Although only the 
coefficients of ^13(2) and <£>1,(2) are of greatest importance, we nevertheless retain the 
remaining 33 expansion coefficients. 
We find, as the value of F is varied in the range 1.25 to 5 kV/cm, that the laser pulse 
described above will continue to predominantly excite only 2-3 perturbed electron WS states, 
although the quantum numbers of the states excited vary significantly with the value of F. 
For larger field values we find that a spectral width of around 8 meV allows only a single 
electron state to be excited, so there is no possibility^ of electric dipole oscillations. If a laser 
pulse with a wider spectral width were to be used, BO could be achieved; however, for such 
large fields the electron WS states become localized to a single SL cell, defeating the 
advantage of using a SL versus a double barrier heterostructure. For field values below 
1 kV/cm, the Bloch period becomes so large that various scattering mechanisms will preclude 
sustained BO. Finally, increasing the In concentration beyond x' = 0.01 is ill-advised since 
the resulting states, are so localized that the amplitude of z{t) turns out to be 
unacceptably small. 
As a comparison system, we consider the unmodified (no In) version of the same SL but 
with IR included. For that system the laser wavelength is chosen to be 802 nm (1.546 eV). 
An appropriate initial wave packet is a linear superposition of 35 electron WS states with 
equal expansion coefficients, as explained earlier. 
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Fig. 2 displays our results for z{ t )  for the two different systems with F = 25 and 
5.0 kV/cm. In the sample without In, where electrons have been photoexcited in a nearly 
uniform manner throughout the sample, z(f) subsequently exhibits monotonic decay due to 
dephasing effects of IR. By contrast, in the case of the In-modified SL, where only two or 
three WS states are appreciably excited, there is practically no decay of z(r) for times up to 
15 ps. However, as seen in Fig. 2, the signal is not periodic as a result of the small values of 
P„ associated with the remaining 33 WS levels. 
t(ps) 










4 6 10  12 0 2 8 
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Fig. 2 Calculated position expectation value z(r) for two values of the electric field for the 
two versions of the superlattice described in the text. The superlattice has been 
subject to a laser pulse tuned to a nominal frequency 17.1 meV below the nominal 
GaAs/Alo jGaoyAs hole-electron transition energy (1.546 eV), and of spectral width 
(FWHM) of 8.33 meV. For each sample we have included interface roughness, but 
only in one sample have In atoms (concentration x' = 0.0075) been added to the 
central GaAs layer. 
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In Fig. 3 we display the frequency power spectrum |Z(v)|^, where Z(v) is defined as the 
Fourier time transform of the computed values of z{t) extending over a time interval of 
width 32 ps for the SLs with and without the addition of Li for F = 25 and 5.0 kV/cm. For 
both field values, the SL which has been modified with In shows significantly reduced 
broadening in frequency space. That is, the THz radiation emitted by this SL would display 
lower levels of noise than in the absence of In. 
In conclusion, we have described a method for optically exciting an electron wave packet 
localized to a small portion of the SL by intentionally lowering the value of the band gap in 








0.5 1 1.5 
V (THz) 
Fig. 3 Frequency power spectrum, |Z(v)p, where Z(v) denotes the Fourier time transform 
of the computed values of z(f) which is taken to be zero outside a 32 ps interval. 
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epitaxial superlattices. We have presented a brief summary for the GaAs/AlojGao^As 
system with the addition of In atoms at a low level (= 0.75%) in a single GaAs well; there 
are, however, other means of lowering the band gap. As a result of the photoexcitation 
process, using an appropriately chosen nominal frequency and bandwidth for the laser pulse, 
the initial electron wave packet consists primarily of only a few WS eigenstates. Although it 
appears 12 that Coulomb scattering plays an important role once the number density of photo-
excited carriers exceeds lO'^ cm"\ it is clear that reducing the effects of IR scattering will 
help to improve BO performance at all carrier densities. 
The design discussed in this Letter, adding In atoms in a single GaAs well, was chosen 
for its simplicity. A wider range of possibilities could perhaps be achieved by using multiple 
In-modified wells. In fact, we have extensively studied a case with two adjacent In-modified 
wells, but the resulting complexities do not appear to favor such a choice. In any event, it can 
be seen that numerical simulations of BO systems, such as exemplified by this work, provide 
an invaluable tool for the design of the superlattice. Indeed, given the complexity of 
superlattice systems and their apparent sensitivity to small perturbations of the epilayers, 
extensive theoretical modeling can be seen as the only practical means of producing a 
successful design. 
Although we have here discussed superlattice design in the context of reducing IR effects 
on BO, the ability to create isolated wave-packets within an extended superlattice may prove 
useful in a variety of other optoelectronic applications as well as for systems of basic interest. 
Ames Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Iowa State University 
under contract W-7405-Eng-82. J.P.R. ±anks the U.S. Department of Education for financial 
support. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
Our combined numerical and analytic approach to quantum transport in superlattices, 
using the single-particle time-dependent Schrodinger equation (TDSE), has provided 
valuable insight to a variety of important dynamical phenomena. Our results are important 
both for the development of novel quantum electronic devices and for the general 
advancement of quantum transport theory. 
In the first article. Chapter 2, we analyze the complicated multiple miniband dynamics of 
excited electrons in a semiconductor superlattice subject to a strong electric field. In these 
high-field conditions portions of the electron wave packet accelerate, as would a free-particle, 
anti-parallel to the direction of the electric field. We also find that those portions of the wave 
packet that do not make a transition to higher minibands reverse their momentum and 
decelerate parallel to the electric field. By projecting the time-dependent wave function, 
obtained by numerically solving the TDSE, onto the Bloch eigenstates of the field-free 
superlattice, we are able to provide a quantitative description of the miniband occupancies as 
a function of time. This analysis shows that each portion of the wave packet, accelerating 
and decelerating in real space, corresponds to the occupancy of a specific miniband. 
Chapter 3 gives a detailed analysis of a variety of superlattice dynamics involving 
interminiband transitions and time-dependent electric fields. The first topic investigated, 
Zener resonances, is a type of "resonant tunneling" that occurs in superlattices subject to dc 
electric fields. By numerically solving the multiple-miniband Houston equations, we provide 
a detailed, accurate analysis of Zener rescpances. We have measured the period of the 
interminiband oscillations associated with Zener resonances, and we find that our results 
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differ from previous estimates that use an approximate perturbation expression obtained from 
a single-band tight-binding treatment.25 
Also in Chapter 3, we examine the effect of dynamic localization, both for pure ac 
electric fields and for combined ac-dc electric fields. In both cases we have verified that, for 
low field values, solving the full Hamiltonian gives similar results to single-band tight-
binding models. We also provide quantitative measurements of the influence of interface 
roughness (IR), and we found that the special requirements for dynamic localization and 
resonant ac-field derealization are disturbed by the perturbing effects of IR. In our 
investigation of resonant ac-field delocalization, we find that the average velocity of the 
center-of-mass motion of the wave packet is dependent on the phase of the ac field relative to 
position of the initial wave function in Bloch space. This dependency agrees with the 
expression derived from a semiclassical description of the dynamics. 
Finally, in Chapter 3 we describe a novel use of an auxiliary ac electric field to suppress 
or enhance interminiband transitions in a thin barrier superlattice. We have found that such a 
method may be used to provide partial control over real-space transport by limiting the 
exchange of probability to the lowest two minibands. 
The last two articles of this work. Chapters 4 and 5, provide an important analysis and a 
proposed solution for the problem of dephasing of the measured THz signals emitted by 
experimental Bloch oscillators. We have determined the small aperiodicities caused by 
imperfections in the superlattice interfaces perturb the uniform spacing of the Wannier-Stark 
energy levels. Because conventional optical excitation methods excite electrons within each 
layer of the superlattice with approximately equal probability, each perturbed Wannier-Stark 
eigenstate contributes equally to the dynamics. The quantum oscillations arising from the 
many consecutive energy levels each have slightly different frequencies, which gives rise to a 
large inhomogeneous broadening of the BO signal. We propose an excitation method that 
circumvents the dephasing effects of the interface roughness. This is accomplished by 
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doping die central GaAs layer with a very small amount of In, thus reducing the energy gap 
for this layer. Thus a laser excitation pulse tuned somewhat below the nominal electron-hole 
excitation energy will only excite a few Wannier-Stark eigenstates associated with this In-
doped layer. Our numerical simulations show that the THz signal resulting from this novel 
excitation procedure is nearly free from all inhomogeneous broadening associated with IR. 
In this thesis, we have examined a few of the many possible systems, consisting of 
superlattice structures subject to extemal electric fields. Taking advantage of our numerical 
approach, we have gone well beyond previous theoretical approaches. Our methods allow for 
nearly unlimited combinations of realistic superlattice potentials and arbitrary time-dependent 
electric fields. In addition, because we are solving the full single-particle Hamiltonian, our 
results do not suffer from the inaccuracies associated with treatments based on single-
miniband tight-binding methods. We believe that our approach to investigating the dynamics 
of photoexcited carriers in semiconductor heterostructures provides invaluable results for the 
experimental development of usable semiconductor quantum devices, as well as, allowing for 
the creative design of completely novel devices. 
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